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Holland City News.
yol. vii.-no. 21. HOLLAND, MICH., SATURDAY, JULY 6, 1878. WHOLE NO. 333.
ditjj
A WEEKLY NEWSPAPEE,
PUBLISHED EVERY SATURDAY AT
mm m, * • Emi
OFFICE: VAN LANDBQEND'8 BLOCK.
0. J. D0E3BUE5, Editor and Publisher.
TMKS or BUBSCEIPTIOnTm.OO pnyiirli timei.
JOB PRINTING PROMPTLY AND NIATLY DONE.
TERMS OF ADVERTISING:
Ono square of ten lines, (nonpareil,) 75 conta
for Ural insertion, and 25 cents for each subse-
quent insertion for any period under three
months.
| 8 m. | 6 m. I 1 Y.
1 Square ... ............ 350 5 00 | 8 002 ” .................. 5 l>» 8 00 1 10 «08 “ ................ 8 00 10 00 i 17 00
\i Column ................10 00 17 00 | 25 00X " ................. 17 00 25 00 40 0o1 “ .................. 25 00 40 00 | 65 00
Yearly advertisers have the privilege of three
changes.
Business Cards in City Directory, not over three
lines, $2.00 per annum,
Notices of Births, Marriages, and Deaths pub-
lished whitout charge for subscribers.
An Z before the Subscriber's name will donote
the expiration of the Subscription. Two XX sig-
nify that no paper will be continued after date.
1ST All advertising bills collectable quarterly.
£toil faatls.
Chicago A Michigan Lake Shore B. B.
Taken Effect, Tuesday Jan. 1, 1878.
Anivtat I/ave
Train*. Holland, Holland,
Grand Rapids. J 1.15 a. tn.
“ “ , 11.55 a.m. } 5.15 “
“ “ \ 9 35 p.m. 3.30p.m.
Muskegon, Peniwaler
& Big Rapids. 10.45 a. m. 5.25 a. m.
“ “ \ 9.25 p.m.- 3.35 p.m.
New Buffalo &
Chicago. \ 1.05 a.m. 12.15 “
“ “ f 5 10 “ *11 00 a.m.
“ “ 3 25 p. m. t 9.45 “
“ “ * 2.40
• Mixed trains,
t Dally except Sunday and Monday.
; Daily except Saturday,
i Mondays only.
All other trains dally except Sundays.
AH trains on this road, will be run by Chicago
time which is 20 minutes later than Columbus
time.
Mich. Lake Shore Bail Boad-
Taken Effect, luesday, Jan. 15, 1878.
doing
No. 4.
North.
No. 2. STATIONS.
Going
No. a.
South.
No. 1.
p- m.
800
p. m.
12 15 Muskegon,
Ferrysburg,
p. in.
2 00
a. m.
7 no
7 25 11 41 2 at 8 40
7 15 11 38 Grand Haven, 2 38 8 50
6 30 11 07 Piprcon,
Holland,
8 13 9 40
6 85 10 40 3 45 11 15
5 07 10 18 Fillmore, 4 15 11 4»
8 55 9 30 Allegan, 5 00 1 15
D. P. CLAY. Receiver,
Grand Kapids, Mich.
Close connections made at Allegan with G. R. &
1. K. K. and L. S. A M. S. for Plainwell, Kalama-
zoo. Ft. Wayne, Cleveland. Ac.. Ac.
§u$ine$tf Director)).
Attorney*.
"OWARD, M. D., Claim Agent, Attorney and
. Notary Public; River street.
VfC BRIDE, P. 11., Attorney and Counselor at
iYA Law, and Proctor lu Admiralty. No. 11
River street.
O HERBURNE, S. W., Blendon, Mich., AttorneyO at Law and Notary Public. Special attention
given to foreclosure of Mortgages and collections.
Office in the Village of Zeeland at the Store of A.
Bolks A Bros.
rpEN EYCK, J., Attorney at Law and Collecting
A Agent. Office in Kenyon A Van Pulteu's bunk
Eighth street.
Banking and Exchange.
T7AN PUTTEN JACOB, Banking and Col-V lectlng, Drafts bought and sold; Eightnstreet. IMy
Barber*.
paE GROOT, L. barber. Hair cutting, shaving,U shampooning, hair-dyeing, etc., done at rea
souable rates. Barber shop next door to the CityHotel. 14-ly
Boot* and Shot*.
TTKROLD, E., Manufacturer of and dealer in
JJ. Boots and Shoes, Leather, Findings, etc.,
Eighth street.
Comalsiion Merchant.
T)EACH BKO'8, Commission Merchants, and
-D dealers iu Grain, Flour and Produce. High-
est market price paid for wheat. Office at Gezou's
old stand, Eighth street, Holland, Mich. 17-ly
Bentlit.
PJ.KE, D. M., Dental Surgeon; residence and of-
vA flee on Eighth street, opposite Vau Raalte's
Shoe store.
f^URGUSON, B. R. Dental Surgeon. Performs
i? all operations appertaining to Dentistry in
the best style of the art. Office, over E. Herold’s
Shoe store.
Dmft and Ksdioln**.
INOESBURG. J. O., Dealer lu Drugs and Medi-
JLf clues, Palute and Oils, Brushes, Ac. Phy-
sician's prescriptions carefully put up: Eighth st.
^ M E toiuQe ’ Fancy SooSsf^ wArtl IJrU28,d^e<1'
fumeries. River street.
OroMTiM.
l^LIETSTRA, A., Groceries and Supplies; a
A ready market for country produce; a choice
stock always on hand; cor. Klgnth and Market it.
Qnsral OsaUri.
rAN PUTTEN G., General Dealers, in Dry
Goode, Groceriee, Crockery, Hats and Caps,
Flour, Provisions, etc. ; River et.
Llvirr and Bali Stahl**.
T)OONK H„ Llvenr and Sale Stable. Office
Jt> and barn on Market street. Everything flnt-
class.
\TAS PUTTEN, W.H., Dealer In Drugs, Medi-
V clues. Paints, Oils, etc.; Proprietor of Dr.
W. Van D bn Baao's Family Mediciues; Eighth St.
TTTALSH HEBER, Druggist * Pharmacist; a
vv full stock of goods appertaining to the bus-
incu.
roraltur*.
VCEYER, H. A CO.. Dealers lu all kinds of Fnr-
ivl nltnre. Curtains, Wall Paper, Toys, Coffins,
Picture Frame*, etc. ; River street.
I*- .....
VTIBBELINK, J. H., Livery and Sale Stable;
IN Office of Dally Stage Llue to Saugatuck, 9th
street, near Market.
Liquor Dttler*.
'T'EN H AGE. Wm.. Dealer In all kinds of Liquors,
A Beer, Cldar, Pop, Cigars, Sardines, and Veep
er of a line Pool Table, No. 5o Eighth street.
Wigoumakeri and BUckimithi.
lAUKEMA J. A C. Wagon and BlacksmithU Shop. Horse shoeing and all kinds of repair-
ing done. Eighth Street a few doors west of River.
Meat Market*.
IkUTKAU A VAN ZOERKN, New Meat Mar-
A> ket, near corner Eighth and Fish Street. All
kinds of sausages constantly on hand.
UITE.J., Dealer In all kinds of meats and
. vegetables; Meat Market on 8th street.
YTAN DEB HAAR, H., Dealer in Fresh, Salt,
Y and Smoked Meats and Vegetables; paper
and twine; 8th street.
$ur pwbtto.
Maaufactorl**, Mill*, Shop*, Ite.
lAEMING, W. U., Manufacturer of Plows, ByU Improved machinery L enabled to sell the
regular Kalamazoo, Plow and warrant them, at
lower pr.ces than any surrounding town. Plow
points ground to order. 10th street west of River st.
Produce, Etc.
Apple*, f> bushel ...... ..... ....$ 35 @ 40
Bean*, V bushel ..............
Butter, # lb .............. .. (ft 9
Clover seed, |l lb ............ • • • •• (ft 16
Eggs, $1 dozen .................. (ft 11
Honey, fl lb .................. (ft 15
Hay, V ton.., ...............
Onions, f> bushel ..........
8 00 (ft ....
..... (ft 1 00
Potatoes, ftbushel ..........
Timothy Seed, f! bushel .....
Wool, $ t> .................
Wood, SUm,
(ft 200
Eto,
Cordwood, maple, dry .......
“ “ green .....
“ beach. dry ........ .. . . 200
“ “ green ...... ...... 1 75
Hemlock Bark ............... <ft4 00
Staves, pork, white oak, .....
Staves, Tierce, “
fclO 00
12 00
Heading bolts, softwood ... ..... (ft 2 54
Heading bolts, hardwood.... ....... 2 75
Stave bolts, softwood ....... ........ 2 25
Stave bolts, hardwood ...... ..... 800
Railroad ties .................
Shingles, A $ m .............
Grain, Feed, Eto.
Wheat, white $ bushel ...... new $ (ft 96
Corn, shelled hi bushel ....... 88
Oats, $ bushel ............ ... 25 (ft 27
Buckwheat. $ bushel ....... 50 60
Bran, ^ ton ................. (ft 15 00
Feed. §1 ton ................. 18 00
“ ^ !00 lb ............... 1 no
Barley, $100 lb ..............
Middling, $ 100 lb ...........
Flour, » 1001b ...............
1 00
1 10
2 75
Pearl Barley, $ 100 lb ..............
Meats, Etc.
3 00 (ft 4 00
Beef, dressed per lb .......... ... 4 ft 5
Pork, •• •• ........... .... 34ft 4
Lard ............ ..........
.... 8 ft
.... ftioSmoked Meat ...............
Ham ................ .... ft 6
‘l Shoulders ........... .... ft 5
Tallow, per Tb ................. ... ft 6
Chickens, dressed per lb ...... ... 6 ft 1
rTEALD,R. K., Manufacturer of and Dealer in
LA Agricultural Implements; commission agent
for Mowing Machines* cor. 10th River street.
13AUELS, VAN PUTTEN A CO., ProprietorsI of Hugger Mills; (Steam Saw and Flour
Mills.) near foot of 8th street.
\7EKBEEK, H. W.. A CO., Proprietors of theV Phoenix Planiug Mill. All kiuds of build-
ing material furnished at Grand Rapids prices.
HoUrv Public*
IJOST, HENRY D., Real Estate and InsuranceL Agent, Notary Public and Conveyancer; Col-
lections made In Holland and vicinity.
ALSli, H., Notary Public, Conveyancer,
TV and Insurance Agent. Office, City Druy
Store, 8th street.
Pbyiicii&t
AN8.‘«
T. E., Physician; residence, opposite
Hie "S. W. cor. Publ c Square.
|)EST, R. B. <fc L. E., Surgeons and Physicians.
JJ Offlceat their residence, Overysel, Mich.
F EDEBOER, B. Physician and Surgeon: Office
AJ corner Eleventh and River street opposite
public square.
T EDEBOER, F, 8., Physician and Surgeon;
A-J office at residence, on Eighth street, near ChL
A M. L. S. R. R. crossing.
yjC CULLOCU TH08., Physician and Surgeon.
having permautly located iu Holland, Can
be found at vVm. Van Putten’s Drug store. Calls
made In city aud country day or night. Acute
and Chronic diseases successfully treated. Consul-
tation free. l4-4w
Vf ORRIS, 8. L, Physician and Surgeon. Office,
IvAat resh.euce, on Twellth st., and at II. Walsh’s
Drug Store.
OCHOUTEN, R. A. City Poysiciau. Office at D.O K. ......
H. C. MATRAU,
FREIGHT AND TICKET AGENT,
CHICAGO aid MICHIGAN LAHE 2F.0HE
Sells Tickets to principal points in the United
Sta’es and Canada. Through bills ol Lading Issued
and rates given for freight to all points east and
west. Information as to routes and connections
for travellers, and rates of freight for shippers,
checrfmly furnished at the
Chicago Depot, Holland, Mich,
7-1 v
Liver is King,
The Liver is the imperial organ of the
whole human system, as it controls the
life, health and happiness of man. When
it is disturbed in its proper action, all
kinds of ailments are the natural result.
The digestion of food, the movements of
the heart and blood, the action of the
bruin and nervous system, are all imme-
diately connected with the workings of the
Liver. It has been successfully proved
that Green’s August Flower Is unequalled
in curing all persons afflicted with Dyspep-
sia or Liver Complaint, and all the numer-
ous symptoms that result Irom an un-
healthy condition of the Liver and Stomach.
Sample bottles to try, 10 cents. Positively
sold in all towns on the Western Conti-
nent. Three doses will prove that it is juA
what you want.
Bucklln’s Arnica Salve.
M«eug»’ Drug Store, 8th Street.
Phtogripher.
2_£IGGINS, B. P. the leading Photographer. Gal-
lery opposite this office.
Siddltri.
\ fAUPELL, II., Manufacturer of aud dealer -.n
V Harness, Trunks, Saddleb and Whips;
Eighth street.
The best Salve in the world for Cuts,
Bruises, Sores, Ulcers, Salt Rheum, Tetter,
Chapped bauds, Chilblains, Corns, and
all kinds of Skin Kruptions. This salve
is guaranteed to give perfect satisfaction
in every case or money relunded. Price
25 Cento per box. For Sale by Heher
Walsh, Holland, Michigan.
Tobacco and Cigars.
'JVK ROLLER, G. J., General dealer In Tobacco,
Cigars, Snutl, Pipes, etc. ; Eighth street.
Watch** and Jtwilry.
TOSLIN BUE Y MAN , Watchmakers, J cweleru,
fj and dealers lu Fancy Goods; Corner of Mar-
ket and Eighth Street.
^ocifttos.
U. S. of I.
HARMONY LODGE. No 12, United Sons of
Industry, meets at their Hall over, Krulsenga’s
Store, every Thursday evening.
VialUng brothers cordially Invited.
N. W. Bacon, President.
Will. H. Rooeks, R. S.
X. 0. of 0. F.
Holland City Lodge, No. 192, Independent Order
of Odd Fellows, holds Its regular meetings at Odd
Fellow's Hall, Holland Mich., on Tuesday Evening
of each week
Visiting brothers are cordially Invited.
A. Weldon, N. G.
N. W. Bacon, R. 8.
F. U A. K.
A Reoclab Communication of Unity Lodge*
No. 191, F. A A. M.. will be held at Masonic Hall*
Holland. Mich., on Wednesday evening, July
10, at 7X o’clock, sharp.
David Bebtsch, W. M.
O. B REYMAN, Sec'll.
f pffial $toticf!S.
Dk. F. 8. Ledeboer has made arrange-
ments to keep his office at the Drug Store
ot J. O. Doesburg, where he can befound
from 10 to 11 a. m. and 3 to 4 p. on., or at
his residence on Eighth sMjret, near C. Sc
M. L. 8. U. K. crossing, where he will
hold himself in readiness to answer any
and all calls, day or night.
Dr. King’s California Golden
Compound.
Is a strictly vegetable preparation and
will positively cure Dyspepsia, Sick Head-
ache, Acidity of Stomache, Coming up of
Food, Pain in pit of Stomach, Low Spirits,
Biliousness, Constipation, Jaundice, Liver
Complaint, or any affection of the Stomach
or Liver, in the shortest time possible.
You are not asked to buy until you know
what you’r getting. Therefore, as you val-
ue your existence, do not fail to go to your
Druggist, Heher Walsh and get a bottle
free, of charge, which will show what a
regular one dollar size bottle will do. Ask
for Dr. King's California Golden Compound,
aud lake no other.
Try Johnston's Sarsaparilla the best in
the market. tf
NOTICE.
The undersigned, Dr. L. E Best, having
settled in the Holland colony, offers his
services as a Physician, Surgeon and Ac
coucheur to the public at large, and
whereas he pays particular attention to
chronic diseases, and fine surgery, he has
concluded to stop at the City Hotel, in the
City of Holland, on Saturday of each week,
where he can be consulted from 9 a. m.
until 4 1). m.
L. E. BEST, M. D.
Overysel Sept 22, 1878.
A fine lot of Summer Shawls Just re-
ceived at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
If Ton Intend to Paint,
Call at the Drug Store of Heher Walsh,
and examine the
Seventy Shades of Cottage Colors.
These paints are mixed ready for the
brush, sold by the gallon, and can be ap-
plied by any person. Sample cards free.
White Lead, Oils, Varnish, Brushes, &c.,
very cheap. 5-13w
Extraordinary Religious Orus Among tho
Nigroeiof Atlanta, 0a.
A correspondent of the Chicago Timm
writes the following:
Atlanta, Ga., June 26.— The negroes
of Atlanta have been in a state of wild re-
ligious excitement for the past three weeks.
Some of the developments of this sacred
frenzy have been very peculiar, and have
caused great inconvenience to the white
people of the city, as they sre almost en-
tirely dependent on negro labor. A relig-
ious revival, which began in the Wheat
Street Methodist church (colored) five
weeks ago, culminated about two weeks
later in a general furore among the negroes
of the city, which is now in full blast. At
this revival there were many wonderful
occurrences which no description could
portray in all their frenzied energy.
As soon as the minister would finish his
sermon the “mourners” would be called
up and a hundred or more negroes of nil
ages and all colors, from black to the
whiteness of an octoroon, would crowd
and press around the altar. Some good
old brother would begiu a prayer for the
“holy spirit.” In a few minutes there
would be a premonitory shout, and soon
the congregation of five or six hundred
would be lu the wildest excitment. Scores
of negroes would leap from the alter and
exclaim that they were converted, and
would begin to prance and yell in a man-
ner that indicated the highest passion.
Many of them were so highly wrought
that they went into paroxyms, which were
called blessings, while others sunk into
complete exhaustion, and they were said
to be iu a trance. In this state they lay
sometimes two or three days without food,
and were not removed from the church.
Some of them, in their holy glee, tore all
the clothing off of them, and could be
seen almost as nude as they were on their
appearance in this world of sin. Hun-
dreds of servants in the city gave up good
positions and went to the church to enjoy
the enthusiastic pleasures which abounded
there. Services were carried on at every
hour, day and night, I'qr nearly a week,
the ministers relieving each other by turns,
while many of the most faithful remained
at every service until they dropped down
from sheer exhaustion, and were taken
home or were allowed to lie still and enjoy
the luxury of a trance. White people
flocked to see a religious excitement such
as was never seen even In the old planta-
tion days when the negroes were without
exception religious. The excitement took
in all classes. Children of 5 were ad-
mitted into the church aud joined the gen-
eral jubilee. An old woman of 107 years
was actually converted and in a moment
repented the sins of a century, and the
next Sunday was immersed in a neighbor-
ing pond, aud on her return from her holy
bath was tenderly received by her gallant
sou of 80, a popular ice cream vender in
this city. When all tho congregation
was assembled, and the shouting became
general, the noise could easily be heard a
mile. The frenzied darkies ran out into
the street and proclaimed the judgment
day at hand and warned all to flee from
its direful wrath. Some of them were so
intent on the approaching destruction of
the world, that they omitted to supply
the necessaries of life, and several cases
of semi starvation are reported on good
authority. Many of the old men and
women would claim to be inspired and
would tell of vlsious which their eyes were
opened to see. Some of them spoke in
language of real poetic beauty and used
rare illustrations to express their fervid
fancies. Some possessed the powers of
education and orating, and I have seen
cultivated white people sit and hear these
curious revelations so touchingly told,
that the tears came to eyes which bad
long enjoyed a worldly dryness beneath
the cold preaching of our fashionable pul-
pits. The incidents of this great revival
are too many and too marvelous to relate,
but no less remarkable are the later devel-
opments, some of which I have just wit-
nessed./ Sunday night at 10 o’clock, a
negro womsn named Elizabeth Giles died
in the First ward, ^ust before she breathed
her last, she cried, t'Glory de Lord send
his ladder fur me,” an4 began to point to
a ladder from heaven, which ail the ’ne-
groes about her bed solemnly declared
they saw. After the woman died, all the
negroes in the house saw angels, and
chariots right through the roof, and also
angels playing on kettle drums with won-
derful ease. The story of these great reve-
lations went all over the city and caused
the wildest excitement among the negroes,
who flocked to the house of visions. Yes-
terday morning at one time there were at
least five hundred negroes around the
boose, half of them shonting and the rest
seriously conversing and swapping “exper-
iences.” It was almost impossible in that
part of the city to get a negro to do any-
thing. A merchant asked a drayman to
haul a load, and I heard him reply, "No,
bless de Lord, de kingdom is too nigh.
Hallelujah I” and away he went, fall tilt,
to look at the angels. The woman was
buried yesterday afternoon, bat the ex-
citement still rages. All last night there
were crowds of negroes around the house,
and all night they kept up a ceaseless
shouting, amid which they would exclaim,
“De Lord is come!” “Glory, I see His
chariots.” Hallelujah, I looks on de
Lamb.” This morning the news spread
like wild fire all over town tlytt through a
window at the wondrous house, tlifere were
to be seen flags in heaven waved by^engel
hands, and hosts following these flaunting
banners. I went to the scene of the reve-
lation and found two hundred negroes
there surrounding an old woman who was
preaching from the text, “Dc old men
dream dreams and de old women see
vishuns.” She covered sixteen square
yards in her oratorical efforts, and alter-
nately embraced a man and a women
as she would clinch some telling argu-
ment. Then they would all join in a big
shout. But I came to see the flags and
the angels, and insisted in doing so. An
old lady of 80, weight two hundred and
sixty, embraced me in her glorious glee,
and invoked a million blessings on my
head. I found the window through
which all the “glory” had been seen close-
ly fastened and nailed securely in by a
wooden shutter. It required an hour’s
pleading and a sly bribe of 50 cents to
the master of ceremonies before I could
cause the shutter to be be taken down.
While this was being done, several old
women dropped on their kneca and fer-
vently prayed that “de Lord’s holy
sign” might be seen in the iky. At last
the shutter fell, and one old woman cried,
“Glory 1 sees it.” I went close to the
panes and peeked through all their dirt,
and saw the reflection of the light which
came streaming through forty holes in the
roof. Some of these reflections did, in-
deed, look like while flags waving in the
sky. But I saw no hand, and the angels
with their drums “went square back” on
me. The negroes danced around me in
wild glee, and asked me what I thought
of it. I frankly confessed my astonish-
ment. I learned afterward that a sharp
negro, who saw and told the true cause,
was kicked out ns a blasphemer. On ac-
count of his faithlessness the shutter was
nailed up, and the preaching woman con-
fidentially told me that he “cuss me so he
modified my feel Inga. He crucify me.
Ise for Jesus.”
Several ignorant white families in the
neighborhood believe in the phenomenon
ns firmly as the negroes, and make great
wonder over it. All earthly reason could
could not convince these deluded creatures
that what they sec Is not divine. They
are in a frenzy of excitement over It, and
their enthusiasm is nlmos^ as pitiable as it
is ridiculous. I suppose two thousand
negroes went to the house to-day, and as
soon as night comes it will be surrounded
by hundreds more. I seriously asked one
old negro what he supposed the flags
meant. He replied: “Dey is de flags ob
truce for Sister Lizzie’s soul.” This ex-
planation was satisfactory, and I left wiser
than I had come. There is no sign of a
lull iu the excitement among the negroes.
It increases hourly. They are all ou a
sort of sacred spree.
You must Cure that Cough.
With Shiloh’s Consumption Cure you
can cure yourself. It has established the
fact that Consumption can be cured, while
for Coughs, Bronchitis, Whooping Cough,
Asthma, and all other diseases of Throat
and Lungs, is absolutely without an equal,
Two doses will relieve your child of Croup,
it is pleasant to take and perfectly harm-
less to the youngest child, and no mother
can afford to be without it. You can use
two thirds of a bottle and if what we say
is nottrue we will refnnd the price paid.
Price, 10 cts. 50 eta. and $1.00 per bottle.
If your lungs are sore or chest or back
lame use Shiloh’s Porous Plaster. Sold
by D. R Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van
Putten and J. O. Doesburg.
Have you Dyspepsia, are you constipa-
ted, have you a Yellow skin, Loss of Ap-
petite, Head Ache, If so, don’t fail to use
Shiloh’s Svstem Vitalizer. it Is guaran-
teed to relieve you, and will you continue
to suffer when you can be cured on such
terms us these. Price 10 cts. and 75 cts. •
Sold by l). R Meengs, H. Walsh, W.
“ ' CuSesbiVan Putten and J. O.
Wells’ Persian Perl nine “lUckmeUck”
is rich and fragrant try it. Sold by D.
R Meengs, H. Walsh, W. Van Putten and
J. O. Doesburg.
)j
_ _ _ i _ _ ___________________
iftoiitii|ii 4<ta
HOLLAND CITY, MICHIGAN.
WEEKLY NEWS REVIEW,
THE EAST.
A shocking tragedy was enacted in
Philadelphia the other day. George W, Stiles,
a wharf-bnilder, shot his wife, cat the throat
of hi, little daughter, and then attempted to
commit suicide by catting his own throat. The
child U dead, and the mother in a dangoroiiR
condition. The murderous fiend is recovering.
f... A match game of billiards for the oham-
pionsbip of the United States, three-ball
caroms, was played in New York last week be-
tween William Sexton, cf thatcity, and George
Blosson, of Chicago. The former won bva
•core of 600 to 828 for Sloeson.
The annual college boat-race between
Harvard and Yale, rowed at New London,
Ct, was won by Harvard with ease.
A most extraordinary confessien has
been made by Harley G. Brown, the man who
by placing obstructions on the track wrecked an
express train near Claymont, Del., and caused
the death of four persons. Brown admits that
he placed the obstructions on the track, not to
wreck the train, but to signal it to stop, and
thus make it appear that he had averted a fear-
ful catastroohe, hoping in this way to secure
from the Railroad Company a grateful recogni-
tion of his services in the shape of a position ou
the road.
THE WEST.
Fakibault, Minn., suffered severely
by fire a few days ago, the business part of the
town oeing nearly destroyed. Loss, $100,000 ;
insurance, $85,000.
The Pawnee reservation lands, 278,-
000 acres, will bo sold at Central Citv, Neb.,
July 15.
A Silver City dispatoh of June 26
says the assault made by Bernard upon the
Indians at Curry creek turns out to be a suc-
cess. It was a surprise to the savages, about
forty of whom were killed. The soldiers were
very oool in the charge. The hostile force
present was estimated at 700. The Indians re-
treated to their stronghold in the Stem moun-
tains. It is estimated that the whole force of
savage warriors numbers 2.100, and there is
every prospect of a protracted campaign. The
Stein mountain country is well adapted for de-
fensive operations.
A dispatch from Portland, Oregon,
says “it is the belief of old residents in East-
ern Oregon that all the Indians in that section
are disaffected, and that they will be ready on
plight provocation to take up arms against the
whitea. Even the Warm Spring Indian*, who
have heretofore been strong friends of the
Government, refuse to join their forces against
the Bannocks, and it is thought that a large
party of them will ioh the hostiles. It begins
to look as if the Indians intend to do their worst
this summer."
Hon. Sidney Brehse, who has for
many years been one of the Judges of the Illi-
nois Supreme Court, and who. some thirty years
ago, served a term in the United States Senate,
died at Pinckneyville, Perrv county, Illinois, of
heart disease, on the 27th of June. He was 78
years of age, was a native of the State of New
York, and became a resident of Illinois in 1818,
being admitted to the bar in 1820. . . .Latest in-
telligence from Oregon is that the Klamath
braves are getting restless and eager
to Join in the war. They have already com-
menced murdering the settlers and stealing
fctock....The following isthehstef the killed
and wounded in Bernard’s fight with the In-
dians at Curry Creek. Idaho: KUled -Theodore
J. Schultz and W. 8. Marriott, of F. Company;
H. Gransinger, of A Company. Wonndtd-
J. George Foster, of D Company; George C.
Hanson, of G Company— all of the First Cav-
alry. A citizen scout named Myers was killed.
The Indian camp, with tons of pioperty, was
destroyed by the troops, and much ammuni-
tion captured.
A murderous climax has been reached
in the quarrel of the two factions claiming
control of the city administration of East
St. Louis, 111. A party under Mayor Bowman
made an attack on the quarters of the metro-
politan police of the other faction, and
were repulsed by a lively fire of musketry
from the sUtion. When the Bowman
p*rty approached, they demanded ad-
mittance. This they were refused, and ordered
to leave the place at once. An effort was made
as if to enter the building by force, when the
Metropolitans commenced firing into the
crowd from the windows of the upper storv.
The attacking partv also fired, and, in all, six-
teen shots were discharged. Two men were
killed outright and several wounded. The be-
siegers gathered up their wounded and beat a
hasty retreat.
* THE SOUTH.
There were two hangings in Texas on
Friday, June 28. Pablo Paras, a Mexican, was
executed at Corpus Christi for the murder of
Dr. Newman in 1870, and George Solomon, a
negro, was executed at Fairfield for the murder
of his wife and step-daughter in June, 1877.
Ex-Gov. 8. B. Packabd was be-
fore the Potter sub-committee, at New
Orleans, the other day, and repeated his storv
of his election as Governor, and how, as he
claims, he was euchred out of the office, by
the Wayne McVeagh commission. Packard
aid his title to the office of Governor of
Louisiana was as good as that of Hayes to the
premaoyof civil over military power; separation
of church and state; equality of all citizens
before the law; liberty of all individual action
unvexed by sumptuary laws; absolute ao-
quiescence in the lawfully-expressed will of
the majority; opposition to all subsidiea;
preservation of the publto lands for
the use of actual settlers; and the main-
tenance and protection of the common-school
system. Durbin Ward was chosen permanent
Chairman. The following ticket was nomi-
nated : For Secretary of State, David R. Page •
for Supreme Judge, A. F. Hume: member of
the Board of Public Works, Bush Field.
Armstrong, who was nominated bj
the Greenbackers for Governor of Pennsylva-
nia, has withdrawn from the field.
•- WASHINGTON.
Ex- Lieut. Gov. Hahn, of Louisiana,
will be appointed Superintendent of the New
Orleans mint Henry Buggies, of Connecticut
has been appointed United States Consul at
Malta.
The coinage of standard silver dollars
since the passage of the Remonetization act has
amounted to about $8,500,000— an average of a
little more than $2,000,000 per month. . . .The
President has appointed ex-Gov. Michael Hahn
Superintendent of the Mint at New Orleans.
Ex-Marshal Pitkin, of Louisiana, in
his examination before the Potter Committee,
narrated a statement, made to him by George
Swazey, of a conference of the members of the
Packard Legislature and members of the Mac-
Veagh Commission, immediately preceding the
withdrawal of the troops from New Orleans
and the recognition of the Nicholls Govern-
ment. Pitkin gave a detailed story of this
caucus, which he had received from a member
of the Packard Legislatnre. At that confer-
ence, after a good deal of diecusbion, Mac-
Veagh said: ‘‘If you want to fight,
you can do it; but, on next Tuesday,
the troops will be withdrawn, and, as
the courts are in the hands of the Democrats,
you will all be hung up to the lamp-posts."
Gen. Butler to witnes- — I desire to ask you if
you had any conversations with either Mr.
Hawley or Mr. Harlan before they returned to
Washington, after the recognition of the
Nicholls Government? A.— Yes. sir: I had.
Q.— What wae said about providing for those
who had lent the administration their services?
A.— They said that when they arrived in Wash-
ington they would see Mr. Hayes, and arrange
to have all the leading Republicans
who bad tome the brunt of the work
in Louisiana taken care of.... William
E. Chandler was examined, and testified that
ho went to Florida at the instance of members
of the Republican National Committee. Did
not call upon Gov. Hayes or meet him at any
time during the trip to Florida and back. O.—
Are you aware of any promises, general or spe-
cific, that were made to any members of the
Returning Board, before or after the count,
that in case the State went for Hayes they
should be taken care of ? I have no recollec-
tion of such promises. Q.— Did not you moke
such promises ? A.— Not to my recollection.
Ex Gov. Noyes, of Ohio, who retunied
from his post as Minister to testify before the
Potter investigating committee, has had &
hearing. He stated that he was in attendance
upon the Canvassing Board in Florida during
the last Presidential election. He did not go
at the request, or with the knowledge of, Gov.
Hayes, and while there did not receive either
telegrams, letters or communications of any
sort from Gov. Hayes. He took a legal
part in the proceedings of the canvass,
arguing cases before the Board of Can-
vassers, etc. He undertook to find out
the facts relating to the alleged frauds in
Alachua county, Archer precinct No. 2, and,
owing to parties swearing one way and imme-
diately thereupon directly opposite, he lost all
confidence in mem. but, 'finally, from diligent
inquiry, and the consistent testimony of some
forty or fifty Republicans that they had voted
the Republican ticket, he reached the honest
conclusion that the count as returned was cor-
rect. The witness pronounced the statement
made by Gen. Cocke before the Florida sub-
committee, to the effect that he (witness), Cow-
gill, Gov. Stearns, and McLin wore locked to-
gether in the rocm of tho Secretary of
State before the meeting of tho board, an
unqualified falsehood. After the vote ou
Florida had been cast McLin came to me greatlv
depressed and said he did not know what would
become of him; that he had so excited the hos-
tility of the Democrats that he could not longer
live in Florida in pace; that he was poor and
sick and almost m despair. I said to him:
“ Mr. McLin, you have done your duty honestly
and fairly, as I think, and I shall take great
pleasure in saying so to Gov. Hayes if he shall
be declared President of Uio United States, and
I will take pleasure also in recommending you
for some position where you can
Uke care of yourself and family."
Gov. Noyes then submitted in evidence two
letters written to him by McLin In a verv
friendly spirit, in which ho pictured verv elabo-
rately the frauds practiced by the Democrats
and the delight which he experienced upon
learning the success of the Republican party,
and embracing in the last letter the request
that tho witness should aid him iu securing
the psition of District Judge of Florida. . . .L.
G. Dennis was called before the committee.
He testified that Al&chna precinct, where he
questions, told of bis interview with tho Preel-
“w,a8 on« of the few men
that this administration could take care of,"
and asked him what he wanted. Dennis
was appointed to a place in the De-
partment of Architecture ; drew pay for
several months without doing any work :
got tired of this, resigned, and was appointed
m the secret service; didn’t think the Presi-
dent knew anything of these appointments;
thought the President had very UtUe influence
with the administration, or he would have se-
cured him (witness) a good appointment. ..Gen.
Tom Anderson, of the Louisiana Returning
Board was exam in td. He denied haying any*
thing to do with forging the names of any
of the electors to electoral returns....
Mrs. Capt Jeuks was recalled, but nothing of
importance was elicited. Being asked whether
she had offered to pay anybody for Sherman’s
letter, she Mid, ‘(How ooukmfor, search the
world frota •zohe'to zone, I could not call one
spot of ground my own." In response to an
inquiry as to what her occupation ip, she said,
“lama general genius, but now ‘Othello’s
occupation is gone. ’ The Republicans art dead
in Louisiana."
Mrs. Oapt. Jenksw&s again before
the Potter committee on the 1st inst, and ad-
mitted, rather reluctantly, that her brother,
Mr. Murdock, has been provided with an ap-
pointment in the New Orleans Custom House
since the present investigation was begun. . . .
Boulds Baker was put on the stand, but abso-
lutely refused to testify or answer any ques-
tions. He is the man who telegraphed io Tom
Young, of Ohio, urging the appointment of
Postmaster General Key as a member of Mr.
Hayes’ Cabinet.
The public-debt statement for Ouno is
as follows :
Six per cent, bonds ................... $ 738,619.000
Fire per cent, bonds .................. 703,266.669
Four and a half per cent, bonds ...... 2l0.000.000
Four per cent bonds .................. 98,850,000
Lawful money debt.
*1,780,735,660
f 14.OUU.OUO
8 5,594,560
346,743,313
46.765,000
18, 547, ICS
45,829,6o0
.1 455 875.682
Total debt ............................. *2,256, *.6,892
Total interest .......................... 86 4<4 5'1
Cash In treasury— com ................ $ 197,415,132
Cash In treasury— currency ........... 2,653,479
Currency held for redemption of frac-
tional currency ...................... 10, 000, 000
Special deposits bold for redemption
of certificates of deposit ............ 46,755,000
Total in treasury .................. * 256 M23,613
•BguuuMinaior M
edged him u Governor he would have been
able to maintain himself with ease.
POLITICAL
On Wednesday, June 26, the Illinois
Republicans held their State Convention at
Springfield, Charles E. Lippinoott being Presi-
dent of the meeting. The nominatioos were as
follows: State Treasurer, J. 0. Smith: Superin-
tendent of Public Instruction, J. A, blade.
SPreaT^>,lrt«Clerk8-For U36 Northern
Grand Division, E. T. Dutton ; Central Grand
Division, M. B. Converse ; Southern Grand Di-
Appellate Court Clerks-
n«8i2,th '8econd District, J. R.
V*? DTiT8,Wct’ N- Duncan ; Fourth
jMitj’iet. B. L. Ulen. The platform is very
brief, merely indorsing the course of the
.currecc!;: “d “» »“ ttmot
mob currency aa can be maintained at oar
sasfas-rtsssfjifsS
purpose br the Democratic House of
Representatives. — The Ohio Democrats met
at Coiambus in State Convention on
the 26th of Jane, and adopted a
platform which sustains the title of President
Hayes, while supporting the Potter investiga-
tion ; demands the repeal of the Resumption
act, the substitution of greenbacks for nation-
al-bank notoe, and no increase of the bonded
ebt ; strict construction and home- rale su-
) Dennis) lived, was assigned to Noyes. In anl
interview beween Noyes and Dennis the former
told the latter that be was going to put him on
the witness-stand. Dennis replied that he had
better not, as it would be equivalent to his giv-
ing away the case, and Dennis was not put on
the stand..., A Mr. Glasscock, the keeper of
an eating-house, where Mre. Jeuks boarded
last winter, wrb examined. He testi-
fied that he had repeated talks with Mrs.
Jenks, and saw her the day she had her first
interview with Secretary bherman last winter.
Mrs. Jenks was very angry then. She said
Sherman had insulted her, and that she had a
letter in her reach which would make him rue
the day he had crossed her. Mr. Glasscock
atked her what letter it was, and Mrs. Jenks
said it was a guarantee given by him to Weter
and Anderson.
The State of Indiana has put in a
claim of $600,000 against the Government
The most of it is for interest on her war debt,
which was paid by the General Government
William E. Chandler was again before
the Potter Committee on the 29th ult, on
which occasion Ben Butler more fully outlined
the intention of laying the foundation for im-
peaching the President by attempting io prove
that the inauguration of Hay oh was the result
of a bargain. Butler’s starting point was the
interview which Chandler had with Stanley
Matthews ten days before the inauguration.
Matthews urged Chandler to nse his Influence
to prevent President Grant from recognizing
the Packard Government, as it was the inteu-
tion of Hayes to recognize the Nicholls and
the Hampton Governments. This, Chandler
Aaid, was the first intimation of dishonor and
the dishonorable course that was afterward
followed by the administration. Matthews
aid he had examined the question, and did
not think that Hayes’ title and Packard’s title
were on the same footing, “as the Returning
Board counted the Presidential electors, while
the Legislatnre determined the election of
Governor." Chandler urged that such a
course would give a Republican admiuUtra-
tlon and a Democratic Senate, but Stanley
Matthews replied that it had beenorwonld
be arranged that the Republican Sen-
ators would be elected. Ckandbr
famished a long list of political workers from
Florida that had been appointed to positions
on his recommendation.... T. D. Dennis, of
Florid*)- was examined, and, in answer to
Debt lees cash in treasury ............. $2,035,766,831
Increase of debt during June ......... 2.149,381
Decrease since June 30, 1877 .......... 24,371,391
Bonds issued to Pacific Railroad Coni-
paniea, interest payable in lawful - *
money; principal outstanding ........ 64.623.512
Interest accrued and not yet paid ...... 9,938,703
Interest paid by tho United States ..... 87,896,334
Interest repaid by transportation of
mails, etc ........................... 9,881,444
Balance of interest paid by the United
States ............................... 28,014,890
GENKBAL.
The American members of the silver
congress have been summoned to Washington
to receive their instructions. It is under-
stood that the congress will meet in Paris on
the 25th of July.
TWO HUNDRED AND TWENTY- FOUR Mor-
mon immigrants arrived at the port of New
York recently. Eight hundred more are ex-
pected soon.
A Washington dispatch says that
secret-service [agents are making large capt-
ures of counterfeit silver coin, and vast quan-
tities of fraudulent coin have already accnmu-
lated in the treasury. Inspection shows that
they are cast in molds made of plaster of Paris.
Some of the now coins discovered are so excel-
lent in color and weight that it is difficult, even
by the acid test, to distingnish them from the
genuine coin. The only means by which they
aie detected is by weight. It costs about 40
per cent, of the curreut value of the geuuine
coin to manufacture the spurious. They are
said to be largely circulated from
Chicago. Indianapolis, and St. Louis....
There was an important conference at the Ex-
ecutive Mansion in Washington a few days ago,
participated in by the President, Secretaries
Evarts and McCrary, and Gens, hherman and
Ord. The matter under consideration was the
condition of things on the Mexican border.
The situation is regarded as very serious, and,
although nothing definite was decided upon,
the subject will no donbt receive renewed at-
tention at an early meeting of the Cabinet
The steamer France sailed from New
York for London the other day with the largest
shipment of live cattle ever sent out from that
£2
rtin a single steamer. She took out 500
FOREIGN.
A Berlin dispatch says the English-
man, Bishop, charged with bribing officials to
obtain the plans of the fortresses in Germany,
has been convicted and sentenced to two years
and a half imprisonment. . . .The young Queen
of Spain, Mercedes, is dead. She was greatly
beloved, and will be deeply mourned. . . .Earth-
works are heing constructed at the northern
outlets of the Carpathian passes, and the
mountain roads are being made practicable for
artillery on both sides of the frontier.
The practical results thus far accom-
plished by the European congress are three in
number : (1) The Turks will be confined to
Roumelia, which is left substantially as be-
fore. with the Balkans instead of the Danube
as their exterior hue of defense. Tbe Turk-
ish fortresses on tbe Danube and in Bulgaria
are to be dismantled, but they will be allowed
to fortify and garrison the Balkan passes. The
and the national festival in honor of the Exhi-
bition was an event of vast interest and conse-
quence.
All the powers represented at Berlin
have instructed their Ambassadors to advise the
acquiescence of Turkey in the occupation of
Bosnia and Herzegovina by the Austrians.
The congress notifies Roumania that her inde-
pendence will be acknowledged only on
condition that liberty of worship be
granted all religious sects ..... The re-
cent attempt to assassinate the Em-
peror William has tome fruit in a more rigid
, enforcement iof the laws in relation to travel-
ers. Hereafter all strangers visiting Berlin
must provide themselves with passports....
The Exposition festival in Paris has brought a
streak of luck to the Communists. Remission
or commutation of aentenoe has been granted
in the cases of 1,269 prisoners, condemned on’
aoconnt of crimes committed ouring the reign
of Communistic anarchy in the city.
MICHIGAN ITEMS.
A little child of Mr. Foexatera, of
Frankeuluat, Saginaw county, was
drowned in a well recently.
Emery Buckwheat, aged 13, was
drowned in Saginaw river, at Eiat Sagi-
naw, while bathing the other day. iThe
body wag recovered.
Lewis F. Hadley, an old resident,
and at one time County Surveyor of Man-
istee county, is at present a hermit, living
in a cave in Kansas. His wife and chil-
dren btill live in Manistee.
Tnj§ reason of the refusal tc receive
young Jams a Sherwood of Greenville, to
the West Point Military Academy was
on account of near-sightedness, one eye
being affected one-fifth and the other
one-eighth.
A miner named Philip Navan was in-
stantly killed at the Saginaw mine, near
Ishpeming, Marquette county, a few
days since, by a piece of rock falling on
him from a hanging wall. He leaves a
wife and three children.
J. W. Pursel, President of the village
of Schoolcraft, killed himself a few days
ago at his residence, going down in the
cellar, taking a razor and cutting his
throat The reasons that prompted this
deed are not known; probably it was
caused by the lose of his flouring- mill
recently by lire.
Peter Flagg, an elderly man living
in Jackson, was found dead in bed one
morning recently. He was about 50
years old. He was from, Oneida county,
N. Y., where he was respectably con-
nected. His grandfather’s family were
among the earliest settlers of that por-
tion of tho country, in the days of the
Revolution, and were engaged in that
war. He was at one time worth $100,-
000, but lost the bulk of his fortune con-
tracting jobs on the Erie canal.
A meeting of the newspaper men of
Northwestern Michigan has been called
at Traverse City, on the 15th of J. ly
next, for the purpose of organizing an
association of editors and publishers.
Mr. Hannah, of the firm of Hannah’
Lay & Co., tenders the members of the
convention a free excursion on the beau-
tiful steamer Traverse City to the island
of Mackinac. This will be an attrac-
tive feature of the conventjpn, and
doubtless will weigh not a little in in-
ducing those invited to attend the con-
vention.
Michigan Life Insurance.
The eighth annual report of Commis-
sioner S. H. Row, part 2, relating to life
insurance companies doing business in
this State for tho year ending Dec. 31,
1877, is contained in a pamphlet of
i ighteen pages. Its tabular statements
are clear and concise. Thi total num-
ber of companies reported doing busi-
ness in the State is 27, which issued 3,206
new policies during the year, representing
$5,624 971 insurance, receiving prem-
iums (nominal) of $1,240,363. The losses
and claims actually paid to Michigan
policy-holders were $469,326.
Since 1871 there has been a gradual
decline in the new policies and compa-
nies doing business in Michigan. In
1871 there were 56 companies, and they
issued 10,156 policies, insuring $17, 339,-
265, receiving $1,824,975 premiums, pay-
ing $432,190 losses. In 1877 the com-
panies had shrunk to 27, a loss of 29;
the policies had shrunk to 3,206, a loss
of 6,950; the amount insured had shrank
to $5,624,971, a loss of $11,714,294; the
total premiums received had shrunk to
$1,240,363, a loss of $584,612. The
106848 paid had increased to $469,826,
being $27,126 more than six years pre-
viously. There was a slight increase of
premium receipts in 1872 over 1871, but
a steady reduction for five years past.
The number of policies in force in 1871
in the State was 29,212, insuring $59,-
498,951; in 1877, the number was only
20, 882, insuriiig $42, 107, 982.
Tho income of all the companies rep-
resented in this State during 1877 was
Source of Infectious Diseases,
All of the infectious diseases undoubt-
edly possess an original habitat, where
it is probable they are now as always
capable of spontaneous origin in their
primitive form, whatever that may be.
The difficulty of tracing disease-types
through various localities and among
different peoples of the globe have, up
to this time, prevented a precise knowl-
edge upon the point, which time may
<yet bring us. It seems tolerably cer-
tain, hbwever, that the several Rente in-
fectious diseases named below have the
nativities here attributed to them :
The Cholera— Has its home in India.
THSmaU-Pox— In theEast. (Known
in Chiik 'nearly 1,260 years before
Christ .....
The Plague — An Oriental disease.
Has a distinct geographical range.
The Typhus Fever— Ireland is its-
birthplace.
The Typhoid and Relapsing Fevers —
Have fixed centers in Ireland, Galicia,.
Upper Silesia and some provinces of
Northern Italy. .
The Military Fever — Is endemic in a
few provinces of France, Germany and
Italy.
Scarlatina— Probably native to Arabia.
Epidemic Djsentery — Home in the
tropics.
The Dengue — In Southern latitudes^
with sharp geographical limits.
The Yellow Fever — Distinctly traced
to the Antilles.
The Ohabalongo— Chili.
The Verruga— Peru.
Certain it seems that no general influ-
ence of exposure or bad hygienic sur-
roundings will establish the typical dis-
ease away from its local habitat, except
through the penalties of heredity.—
Logan's Physics of the Infectious Dis-
eases.
Pigs With Solid Hoofs, and Pigs that
Aro Not Bigs,
In Texas there are pigs whose hoofs
are not divided like those of ordinary
pigs, but are each in one solid piece.
If this is true, it is a strauge thing ;
but here’s something that seems even
stranger still :
The Guinea-pig is not a pig, and there
are no Guinea-pigs in Guinea. However,
there are plenty in Guiana, and, as the
names of these places are very much
alike, perhaps people got mixed in call-
ing them. The places are far enough
apart, though ; but this you can see bv
your maps.
At any rate, the Guinea-pig is a sort
of cousin of the squirrel and rabbit, and
is fond of potato and apple peelings,
carrot-tops, parsley, and cabbage ; but
he likes best the leaves from the tea-pot
— “ Jack-in-the-Pulpit," in Si. Nicho-
las for July.
Imports and Exports.
The Chief of the Bnreau of Statistics
has completed a statement of the ex-
ports and imports for eleven months of
tbe fiscal year ending with May. The#
excess of exports over imports for this
period is $246,528,122, the exports being
$647,948,788, and the imports $401,-
480,666. The excess of exports over im-
ports for the corresponding eleven
months of the preceding year was $155,-
877,779, showing a gain in balance
of trade in favor of the United States
for this year of $190. 650, 343. The same
statement shows the amount of gold and
silver coin exported from the United
States during the same period to have
been $30,230,997, while the imports of
specie have for the same period been
$28,329,330, showing an excess of ex-
ports of precious metals of $1,901,667.
This is the largest balance in favor of
American trade exhibited for many years.
Sprinkle hay with water in which
chloride of lime has been mixed, and
place on the floor, and it will take away
the smell of fresh paint.
THE MARKETS.
exact limits of the new principality of Bulgaria $821,986.07, of which about 75 per cent.
are to be detomiued by a European commis-
sion. (2) Bosnia and Herzegovina are to be
immediately occupied by Austrian troops,
Servia and Montenegro to find their compensa-
tion on the south, so as not to interfere with
Austria. (3) The Ronmanian cause is aban-
doned by all the powers, and she will have to
submit to the Russian demand, which involves
the l etrocesniou of Bessarabia in exchange for
the Dobradscha.
The gold medal of the French Geo-
graphical Society was presented to Henry M.
Stanley, the explorer, in Paris, the other day, in
the presence of a brilliant assemblage.... A
splendidly-contested match took place in Lou-
don, on June 28, between Capt. Bogardus, the
famous American pigeon-shot, and Fennel, the
no less well-known Englishman. It resulted in
a victory for Bogardus. who killed seventy birds
out of 100. Fennel killed sixty-eight
Advices from Havana state that the
campaign of the Spaniards against the Cubans,
without any battles, cost the former 80.000
men, and the island is a vast cemetery. Five
steamars are reported on the way from Spain
to carry home troops. Martinez Campos had
begun the reduction of Government expenses
on the island by giving up one-balf of his own
salary as Captain General
The inauguration of the statute of the
republic in Paris on the 30 nit was
the occasion of an immense popnlar demonstra-
tion. The attendance of people from outside
the city is stated to be hundreds of thousands,
was preminms and the remainder chiefly
interest on investments. The total dis-
bursements for tbe year were $703,-
335. 18, of which about 35i per cent, was
for losses and claims, 47 per cent, divi-
dends, etc., to policy-holders, 17 per
cent, management expenses, and 1 per
cent, dividends to stockholders.
The general balance sheet with refer-
ence to admitted assets and the liabili-
ties of companies shows a surplus os re-
gards policy-holders on the basis of
admitted assets to be $56,698,768, or
about 15 per cent, above what the law
requires.
During the year the Knickerbocker
Life Insurance Oompany and the Globe
Mutual Life Insurance Company, both
of New York, withdrew from the State,
and the Provident Savings Life Insur-
ance Society, of New York, was re-ad-
mitted May 4, 1878. The Commissioner
hat within the year examined the Michi-,
g&n Mutual Life Insurance Company, of
Detroit, and the National Life Insurance
Company of U. a A., located at Chicago,
and found them solvent and able to meet
all the requirements of this State.
The total expenses of the Insurance
Bureau for the year ending May 1, 1878,
were $7,613.05.
NEW YORK.
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SABBATH BEADING.
A Vision.
i*ale, blood-stsined, who are those that are throng
Ing the throne of Ood ?
Their faces are ashen with anguish, their garments
soiled from the sod ;
Wide and wan as a sunless ocean, the multitude
stands.
With silent lips, and with piteous eyes, and with
praying hands.
There is none that speaks, and none that stirs in the
numberless hosts,
Like the still white clouds in starless heavens— an
army of ghosts ;
40laln in the battle some, with the curses of war in
their mouth;
Some in wantonness slaughtered ; some stricken of
hunger or drouth.
Who will stand for them, who will plead for them,
there at the throne 7
Are they not all God's children, whom Christ has
churned for his own 7
Sinners— but all are sinners, and who can tell their
doom?
If there be room in hell, yet in heaven is there not
room?
Like the motes of dust from a sunbeam, when a
sudden wind hao blown,
Like the stars from the presence of God, when a
universe is o’erthrowu,
They are gone from our gaze, they are gathered
and garnered for bliss or pain,
Woman and warrior, Turk and Christian, slayer and
slain.
Is there no sign, then, is there no wonder, is there
no cry 7
Are the doa<i as a wind that passes, are they gone as
the waves go by?
Listen ! is there no sound of a sobbing that shakes
the air,
And the wall of an unseen multitude, waked from a
mute despair !
Do we dream, or are dead men weeping, as they
wept in the world below,
For the seeds of war untrodden, and the bitter har-
vest of woe,
And the guiltless herds that are marched, like the
beasts to sacrifice,
That can save not them, nor their rulers, from the
hell of falsehood and vice 7
And they weep that they see no end, and they cry
that the end should be I
Ah, God 1 send down Thine angel, that the rest die
not as we !
As Thon didst send Thy Son, to die that sin might
cease,
Send down one lowest of angels, only to breathe of
Peace l
To breathe Thy peace in the counsels, where the
rulers, unconcerned,
Stake for a perilous glory the honor that Peace has
earned ;
And the happy homes of a nation they stake for a
statesman's pride;
Oh, send Thy P«ace ! oh, save them, for whose sakes
the Savior died I
—The Spectator.
A Word by the Way.
•Several years since two merchants had
“taken their seats in the morning train
for a certain city. They were neighbors,
dwelling in a contiguous suburb, and
doing business in a large and populous
town. Although their residences were
near together, and they saw each other
daily, they were not intimate. They
had few sympathies in common. One
had been for many years a professed
disciple of Christ, loving God’s house,
and alive to all that pertained to the
spread of the gospel The other was a
respectable and successful merchant,
absorbed in business, and to all appear-
ance indifferent to all beyond this life.
On the morning in question these two
neighbors happened to occupy the same
seat in the railway carriage. They soon
became earnestly engaged in conversa-
tion on business, its prospects, their own
plans and successes.
^ The worldly merchant, the elder of
the two, said they hail been very suc-
cessful for the year past, and could now
aay he had a competence. “I do not
care,” said he, “to be worth any more.”
“ Well,” said his friend, “ this life is
all provided for. That is all right But
how about the life beyond?”
“ Oh,” was the reply, “ I do not wor-
ry myself about that”
“But ought you not to trouble your-
aelf about it I”
“ No, I think nat I have no doubt
that it will be right” ’
“ But I would not thus trust without
looking into the matter. The interests
involved are momentous.”
Tfce train had reached the station, and
the two merchants separated, each taking
his way to his own place of business. A
few months afterward the Christian mer-
chant missed his neighbor from the morn-
ing train. On inquiry he learned that
he was sick. Days and weeks passed,
and he knew only that his neighbor was
unable to be out. At length, as he was
in his office in the city one day, he re-
ceived a telegram that his neighbor was
dying and was desirous to see him. He
lost uo time in hastening to his bedside.
There, surprised and delighted, he heard
from the lips of the dying man this an-
nouncement:
“ I could not die without thanking you,
sir, for what you said to mo some months
since in the railway train. It made an
impression on me at the time, and since I
have been shut up here it has come up to'
me again. I am dying, but I trust all
beyond. My hope is in Christ.”
Was not that a rich reward for one act
of Christian fidelity? What opportuni-
ties for thus speaking a “ word by the
way ” are constantly occurring, ana how
glorious would be the results were they
improved I _
Art and Religion.
Bear us witness, ye poets and actors,
ye painters and sculptors, ye singers and
players upon instruments, that your
arts have not saved the most ofypuirom
becoming petty, selfish men and women*
Tou are jealous of one anotbei. ' You
are greedy of praise and of the gold it
brings. Yon know that there is nothing
in your art that enlarges and liberalizes
you, that restrains yon from drunken-
ness and vices that shall not be named,
that gives you sobriety and solidity of
character, that enlarges your social sym-
pathies, that naturally leads you Jnto
organizations for helping others Outside
of your own eiwle, fBear na witness,
yoii are nmrthe Tnefi-^^VrapSh
jare relied on for performing the
duties of society. If all were like you—
if all shirked the duties of social and
civil life like you— if all were as much
unfitted by their ideas and their employ-
ments as you are for carrying the great
burdens of society, what do you sup-
pose would become of the country, and
what would become of the world t
Now, if there is anything in art that
can take the place of religion, we should
like to see it. If there is anything in
culture that can take the place of re-
ligion, it has not yet revealed itself.
Culture is centered in self. Self is tie
god and self is the model of all oalture.
Why should it not ultimate in selfish-
ness? Culture assumes that what is
present in a man needs only to be de-
veloped and harmonized to lift charac-
ter to its highest point, and life tor its
highest issues. It carries' no idea of
self-surrender, which is the first fact in
practical religion of any valuable sort,
and the first fact in all’ good develop-
ment. Greece and Borne had plenty of
culture, and are still our teachers in art,
but the beauty that looked upon them
from every hill and gate and temple
could not save them from their vices.
By and by cultnre will learn how power-
less it is to make a man that shall be
worth the making, and what poor in-
struments science and art are forup-
rootiug the selfishness that rules the
world. It is slowly learning this, and
men who have bowed low to her have
been touched with that divine discon-
tent which nothing but religion can al-
lay.— Dr. J 0. Holland, in Scribner
for July." _
A Pure Heart.
What is a pure heart ? It is a heart
which finds its whole and only satisfac-
tion in God, which relishes and desires
nothing but God, whose thoughts and
intents are ever occupied with God, to
which all that is not of God is strange
and jarring, which keeps itself as far as
possible apart from all unworthy images
and joys and griefs, and all outward
cares and anxieties, and makes all these
work together for good; for to the pure
all things are pure, and to the gentle is
nothing bitter.— Dr. John Tauler.
The Work of Congress.
During the session of Congress which
has just closed there were introduced
6,629 bills and 243 joint resolutions.
About 5,300 bills were introduced in the
House alone, which is an average of
nearly twenty to each member. Of
these bills about 260 nave been disposed
of. In addition to the regular appro-
priation bills, the most important ones
were : The act remonetizing silver, the
act allowing criminals in the United
States courts to testify in their own be-
half, the act providing a new form of
government for the District of Colum-
bia, the Pacific Bailroad Funding bill,
the act forbidding the further retirement
of legal-tender notes. These are really
all the important public aett that Con-
gress passed last session.
Some of the most important bills con-
sidered at this Congress are now lying
on the Speaker’s table, over 225 bills
having passed the Senate which have
not yet reached the House. The Senate
has been very industrious, and has
cleared up its calendar. The only im-
portant bills remaining on the Senate
calendar undisposed of are as follows :
The bill to create the Territory of
Lincoln out of the Black Hills, the bill
to amend and revise the patent laws, the
Texas Pacific Railroad bill, the Japan-
ese Indemnity Fund bill, the bill regu-
lating compensation for mail transporta-
tion and the classification of mail mat-
ter, and the bill to regulate the counting
of electoral votes.
There are more than 500 bills on the
House calendar which were left undis'
poseu of. The most important of these
are: The bill to restore to pension
rolls those whose names were stricken
off for disloyalty, bill to regulate the
compensation of postmasters and pre-
vent the illegal traffic in postage stamps,
bill to transfer Indian Bureau to War
Department, several postal savings
bills, the bill to retire the circulation of
national banks, to authorize national
banka to exchange their reserve for
bonds, Texas Pacific bill, Pro Rata bill,
Pacific Railroad Funding bill, bill for
the improvement of the Mississippi river
and the-Geneva Award bill
The only important bills which have
passed the House, but were not acted
upon by the Senate, reached that body
on the day of adjournment. These ore
the bill to increase the pay of letter car-
riers, the bill establishing post- routes
and the “Arrears of Pensions” bill.
Three or four contested-election cases
were left undi
Washington
isppsed of by the House.—
Cot. New York Graphic.
Row Man Has Improved. r
The relation ol man to nature jiri-
mordially and of savage races in present
day is, as we know, very different from
what it has been represented to be by
poets and philosophers. In the delight-
ful pictures their fancy painted there
was nothing true ; the idyllic conditions
amid which they fancied the still youth-
ful human race as living never have ex-
isted anywhere. The history of man the
world over has its beginning not in a
golden age, but in an age of stone. In-
stead of noble shepherds and lovely
shepherdesses, who, under benignant
skies amid- picturesque scenes, live in
ihat
who
Of fortune, the realty presents to our
View rude, Uheoukh hordes struggling
against hunger, against wild beasts,
against the inclemency of the seasons;
buried in filth, in groveling ignorance,
and brutal selfishness ; their women
made slaves, their old people east dot ;
practicing cannibalism first out of ne-
cessity, and then because superstitious
usage had allowed the custom.
Into the mental state of saqh beings
we conjentbr af Htth&| into that o! chil-
dren) *We eaJhotistnp dursenw m the
acquisitions made by the generations
whose successon we are, and whose
priceless hoardings of the fruits of their
labor now inure to our benefit. If, as
Broca teaches, the mean cerebral mass
of Parisians in the present day exceeds
that of Parisians in the twelfth century,
may we not assume our brain to have,
by a process of gradual improvement,
become more highly developed than the
brain of the men of the stone age, 100,-
000 years ago? And this brain, more
perfect as it is by nature, has been, at
an early period of its life, subjected to in-
numerable unconscious influences, and,
later, to the oosscious influences of edu-
cation, which render it in some sense in-
commensurable with the brain of those
as yet half-brute creatures.— /Vo/. Du
Bnis-Reymond, in Popular Science
Monthly for July,
Hanging for Amusement.
Two remarkable examples are on rec-
ord of persons who allowed fhemselves
to be hung for the entertainment of an
audience. An account of one of them is
given in the Lancet of April 17, 1847.
The plan's real name was John Harn-
shaw, but he performed throughout En-
gland under the high-sounding profes-
sional title of Monsieur Gouffe. He
was un athlete, and among other feats it
was customary with him to exhibit the
process of hanging. In this perform-
ance he relied for security on the
strength of the muscles of the neck and
throat. He had a rope with a fixed
knot which could not slip, and passed
both ends of the loop up behind one
ear. The whole act was so adroitly
managed that he prevented any pressure
of the rope on the windpipe or jugular
veins, and could even sustain a weight
of 150 pounds in addition to that of his
own body.
On three separate occasions Harnshaw
mismanaged the rope, and became un-
conscious, being luckily rescued each
time. Dr. Ohowne, who writes the ac-
count, says very truly: “It cannot be
doubted that, as far as sensation and
consciousness are concerned, Harnshaw
passed through the whole ordeal of dy-
ing, and, had he been permitted to re-
main hanging until actually dead, he
would have passed out of existence with-
out further eonsciousness.”
Now, this man stated, not with par-
ticular reference to either accident, but
as common to all, that “ he could hardly
recollect anything that happened to him
in the rope;” that “he lost his senses
all at once; the instant the rope got in
the wrong place he felt as if he could
not get his breath— as if some great
weight were at his feet; could not move
only to draw himself up; felt as if he
wanted to loosen himself, but never
thought of his hands.” And he added:
“You cannot move your arms or legs to
save yourself; yon cannot raise your
arms; you cannot think.” He did not
see sparks or light, but had in his ears
a rattling sound.— Dr. R. S. Tracy, in
Popular Science Monthly for July,
Russia’s Resources.
The Novoe Vremya, in an article on
the financial resources of Russia, asserts
that, though they have been greatly
strained by the expenses of the late war,
they are still sufficient to bear the cost
of “ an energetic loreign policy.” An
important test of the prosperity of the
masses in Russia is, according to the
writer, the produce of the excise duty
on spirituous liquors. This was, in 1877,
207,835,789 rubles, being 199,758 rubles
more than in 1876. The receipts from
the excise duties on tobacco and sugar
were also larger in 1877 than in the pre-
vious year. As to the customs duties,
the receipt from the beginning of the
present year up to the 4th of May
amounted to 15,205,922 rubles, being
1,675,576 rubles more than in the same
period of 1877, and 2,110,204 rubles
more than in 1876. Further, in January,
1878, 19,521 versts of railway were open
for traffic, and the number of railway
passengers (exclusive of soldiers) was
1,582,258, against 1,419,799 in January,
1877; while the weight of goods carried
by railway was 782,481 pounds (against
451,862 m January, 1877) by express
trains, and 185,096,051 poonds (against
119,878,899 in January, 1877) by lug-
gage trains. The receipts of the
Russian railways, too, amounted last
January to 15,411,973 rubles, beinp 9$
per cent more than in the previous
year.
Cyclones and Uop-Yines.
All our storms are cyclonic in their
character, that is, rotary and progress-
ive. Their type may be seen in every
little whirlpool that goes down the
swollen current of the river, and in our
hemisphere they revolve in the same di-
rection, namely, from right to left, or in
opposition to the hands of a watch.
When the water finds an outlet through
tne bottom of a dam, a suction or whirl-
ing vortex is developed, that generally
goes round in the same direction. A
morning-glory or a hop-vine or a pole-
bean winds around its support in the
same course, and cannot be made to
wind in any other. In the southern
hemisphere, the cyclone revolves in the
other direction, or from left to right
How do they levolve at the equatorr
then? They do not revolve at all This
is the point of zero, and cyclones are
never formed nearer than the third par-
allel of latitude. Whether also hop-
roughs, in Scribner for July,
Americanisms.
Among the best-known Americanisms,
unused and scarcely understood in En-
gland are locomotive for “ engine,” rail-
road for “railway, ’’horse-cars for “tram-
way,” depot for “station,” switch for
“shunt,” baggage for “luggage, " store
for “ shop,” bureau for “ chest of draw-
ers,” clever for “good-natured,” boards
lot “deals,” calico for “prints,” com
toi ‘ 4 maixe,*r drjf good*’ tor -dopers’ ari
tides or “haberdashery,” fall for ^ au-
tumn,” dress for “gown,” fix for “re-
pair,” guess for “think,” hardware for
“ironmongery,” hold on for “stop,”
homely for “ ugly,” loafer for “lounger,”
mad for “angry,” mail for “post,”
pantaloons for “trousers,” vest for
“ jacket,” qaite for “very,” rooster for
“cook,” sick for “ill,” sleigh for
“sledge,” stoop for “porch,” suspend-
ers for “braces,” venison for “deer
meat,” and woods for “a wood.”
THE FAMINE IN CHINA.
Additional Details of the Snfterlng Caused
—Letter From a Lady Missionary*
IFrom th# Davenport (Iowa) Gazette.]
The following, from a private letter
received by Mrs. Dr. M. W. Porter,
from her daughter, Miss Marv Q. Porter,
missionary in China, dated Peking, April
22, 1878, gives a terrible account of the
horrors experienced in the famine dis-
trict in the North of China:
“ Ever since I came back here we
have been hearing tales upon tales
of the horror from the famine district*.
Thousands have died, and whole villages
have been depopulated. The country
is filled with refugees, fleeing from death
only to meet it on the way, or in the
crowded cities to which they flee. One
poor man reached Peking from a dis-
tant point, and, as passing the gate of a
missionary, he fell down exhausted.
They took him in, but he died after a
day or two. The professional beggars
have a hard time now, too. Prices are
very high, and ao many to give to. We
see men lying in the streets dying, and
on our way to the southern citiea often
see dead bodies covered, waiting for
burial. Large sums have been sent
from England and raised in China for
relief of suffering people. Also a little
from America. I see by late papers that
the sum now raised amounts to some-
thing more than $850,000; but commu-
nication is so wretched that the process
of relief must be slow at best. Many
must die before help can possibly reach
them. There is a gentleman in one of
the most distant points distributing
and reporting to the committee that
has the matter in hand. Then
other missionary gentlemen take
turns making tours to distribute funds.
Mr. Davis and Mr. Pyke are both away
now, and when they get back Messrs.
Lowry and Pilcher go. Other missions
also take part. The gentlemen in a
most distant part and longest afflicted
district send reports of most horrible
state of things. Dead bodies dragged
about by dogs; whole families lying un-
buried; entire villages depopulated;
mothers drooping exhausted by the road-
side unable to ever rise sgaio; starving
children in arms; people almost dead
watched by hungry dogs; human flesh
sold for food; men afraid to leave their
homes; houses torn down and material
sold for food; clothing, bedding, every-
thing taken to satisfy craving appetites.
The greatest distress is in Shansi Prov-
ince and southern part of Shantung. In
modified forms it enters Chili, the prov-
ince in which we are. A few days ago
we feared we should be quite in the
midst of it, as a winter of almost no
snow, and a spring of no rain thus far,
threatened destruction to spring crops —
the only hope of the people for 'this
year. (Of course we with money could
provide ourselves from foreign stores.)
But last Friday and Saturday very
heavy rain fell, and now it must be that
the prospect is better. My Chinese
teacher makes the wise remark that ‘if
they had railroads many lives might be
saved.’ Want of rain had been the
chief cause of famine. Of course the
district is larger than in the first year.
This is the third year. ”
Peeps at the Planets,
Neptune, the most remote of the
planets of the solar system, is about
2.700.000.000 miles from the sun.
It is supposed that Mercury has mount-
ains higher than the Himalayas, and vol-
canoes in a state of activity.
Out of all the myriad lights in the
heavens, the earth is only visible to the
Moon, Mars, Mercury ana Venus.
The earth is 749 limes smaller than
Saturn, and its mean distance from us is
over 91,000,000 miles.
Uranus can never see us at all, as it is
1.753.000.000 miles from the sun.
The temperature in Mercury is sup-
posed to be seven times hotter than our
torrid zone; therefore if it is inhabited
it must be by a people very differently
constituted from ourselves.
Itisbeheved that Venus has an at-
mosphere much like ours, and mountain
peaks five or six times higher than the
Teneriffe, their sides bright witn flowers,
and birds of brilliant plumage.
The Moon never leaves our globe;
therefore it is called our satellite.
Though to us it appears larger than the
stars, it is really much smaller than any
of them, but much nearer to us.
Astronomers have calculated that the
mountains and extinct volcanoes in the
Moon are higher than any on onr earth.
If there were any one on the Moon to
see it, the earth would appear to them a
magnificent ball. The planets and son
would move behind it in brilliant succes-
sion.
Our globe appears to Mars as the
morning and evening star.
How to Manage the Senses in Education.
The pleasures, the pains, and the
privations of the senses are the earliest
and the most unfailing, if not also strong-
est, of motives. Besides their bearings
on self-preservation. Jhey are a principal
standing dish in Ws feast. w
It is when the senses are looked at on
the side of feeling, or as pleasure and
pain, that the defectiveness of the cur-
rent classification into five is most evi-
dent ' For, although, in the point of
view of knowledge or intellect, the five
senses are the really important ap-
proaches to the mind, yet, in the view of
feeling orpleasiu* and paiq, the omis-
sion of the vafief organic pnsogptjjMity
leaves a yide gap in tne handling of the
subject Some of our very strongest
pleasures and pains grow out of the re-
gion of prganio life— the digestion, circu-
lation, respiration, muscular and nervous
integrity or derangement
In exerting influence over human
beings this department of sensibility is a
first resource. It can be counted on
with more certainty than perhaps any
other. Indeed, almost all the punish-
ments of a purely physical kind fall
within the domain of the organic sensa-
tions. What is it that makes punishment
formidable, but its threatening the very
vitals of the system ? It is the lower de-
gree of what, in a higher degree, takes
away life.
For example, the muscular system is
the seat of a mass of sensibility, pleasur-
able and painfnl:the pleasures ofhealtby
exercise, the pains of privation of exer-
cise, and the pains of extreme fatigue.
In early life, when all the muscles, as
well as the senses, are fresh, the muscu-
lar organs are very largely connected
both with enjoyment and with suffering.
To accord full scope to the activity of the
fresh organs is a gratification tliat may
take the form of a rich reward; to refuse
this scope is the infliction of misery; to
compel exercise beyond the limits of the
powers is still greater misery. Onr penal
discipline adopts the two forms of pain;
in the milder treatment of the young,
the irksomeness of restraint; in the
severe methods with the full-grown, the
torture of fatigue.— Pro/: Pain, in Pop-
ular Science Monthly for July,
Kaln.
The first water— bow much it means I
Seven-tenths of man himself is water.
Seven-tenths of the human race rained
down but yesterday ! It is much more
probable that Omsar will flow ont of *
bung- hole than that any part of his re-
mains will ever stop one. Our life is
indeed a vapor, a breath, a little moist-
ure condensed upon the pane. We car-
ry ourselves as in a vial. Cleave the
flesh, and how quickly wo spill out I
Man begins as a fish, and he swims in a
sea of vital fluids as long as his life lasts.
His first food is milk; so is his last and
all between. He can taste and assimi-
late and absorb nothing bnt liquids.
The same is true throughout all organic
nature. ’Tis water-power that makes
every wheel move. Without this great
solvent there is no life. I admire im-
mensely this line of Walt Whitman;
The Blumberiuii and liquid treea.
The tree and its fruit are like a sponge
which the rains have filled. Throngh
them and throngh all living bodies there
goes on the commerce of vital growth,
tiny vessels, fleets and succession of
fleets, laden with material bound for dis-
tant shores, to build up, and repair, and
restore the waste of the physical frame.
Then the rain means relaxation; tiie
tension in nature and in all her creat-
ures is lessened. The trees drop their
leaves, or let go their ripened fruit
The tree itself will fall in a still, damp
day, when but yesterday it withstood a
gale of wind. A moist south wind pen-
etrates even the mind and makes its
grasp less tenacious. It ought to take
less to kill a man ou a rainy day than on
a dear. The direct support of the sun
is withdrawn; life is under a cloud; a
masculine mood £ives place to some-
thing like a feminine. In this sense
rain is the grief, the weeping of Nature,
the relief of a burdened or agonized
heart. But tears from Nature’s eyelids
are always remedial, and prepare the
way for brighter, purer skies.— JbAn
Burroughs, in Scribner for July,
Chicago in 1846.
In a letter written in Illinois in July,
1846, the late Mr. Bryant thus described
Chicago: “ Any one who had seen this
place, as I had done, five years ago,
when it contained less than 5,000 people,
would find some difficulty in recogniz-
ing if now, when its population is more
than 15,000. It has its long rows of
warehouses and shops, its bustling
streets ; its huge steamers and crowds
of lake oraft lying at the wharves; its
villas embowered with trees; and its
suburbs, consisting of the cottages of
German and Irish laborers, stretching
northward along the lake, and westward
into the prairies, and widening every
day. The slovenly appearance of a new
settlement begins in many parts to dis-
appear. The Germans have already a
garden in a little grove for their holi-
days, as in their towns in the old coun-
try; and the Roman Catholics have jost
finished a college for the ednoation of
those who are to proselyte the West.”
An Alligator’s Meat
On the 31st nit, while some of the
hands were going to their work in the
field of Col. MoLeod, adjoining town,
they discovered a vary large alligator
making its way to Hamburg lake. Col
MoLeod fired both barrels of auhot-gnn,
loaded with bnekshot into his neok.
Then a field hoe was brought np, bnt
the first blow shivered tire stoat pine
helve. An ax was then brought, with
which he was killed. An examination
showed that it had feasted upon a hog’s
bead, a turtle, and about a peck of black-
berries. Though but fifteen feet in
length, it was the largest ever killed in
this part of Florida in the lakes or fresh-
water streams. The buckshot did not
penetrate the skin. No one that we
have met ever knew before that alliga-
tors were fond of blackberries, and how
one can manage to pick the berries is
still a mystery.— Date City {Fla,) Re-
porter. _ ,;!
Pass it AfouimL
Gossip goes the round of the city as
lemonade stands do in the summer.
If you wish to be asked out every
night learn to manufacture it ; it is very
easy ; take equal parts of the flour of
malice and essence of impudence, with
several peppercorns of improbability to
spice it ; some candied lemon peel of
moral reflections to make it light of di-
gestion. 1 • " *
If yon can also chop np any real Pas-
chal lamb of innocence in very fine
pieces, so that it is minoed and hashed
and unrecognizable forever; serve it
with the vinegar of malignity and the
fresh mint of novelty and yon will hence-
forward be the very oareme of gossip.
Ron in' and ont the beat houses with
your oonooctions and there will be no
end to your popularity. You will be as
refreshing to the thirst of the dwellers
therein as are the lemonade-sellers to
the throats of the populace.
HOLLAND CITY NEWS.
Saturday, July 6th, 1878.
HOPE COLLEGE.
The committee appointed by the Gener*
al Synod of the Reformed Church together
with the Council of Hope College, have
finished their labors and adjourned sins
dit. The resignation of Rev. Philip
Phelps, D. D., President of Hope College,
and Kev. C. Crispell, D. D., Professor in
Theology, have been accepted. The fol-
lowing professors, who had also tendered
their resignation, according to the resolu-
tion of the Synod, were reappointed:
Rev. Chus Scott, D. D. ; Rev. T. R. Beck;
C. Doesburg, Wm. A. Shields and G. J.
Kollen. Rev. G. H. Mandeville, D. D.,
of New York City, has been appointed
provisional president, and Prof. Charles
Scott, vice president.
The College will open this fall as usual
with a full corps of professors.
The principal feature in the amended
Constitution is, that in place of five Classis
(constituting the Particular Synod of Chi-
cago) nominating four members each to be
confirmed by the General Synod, they now
absolutely appoint two members each, and
the General Synod five, with the Presi-
dent of the College, ex officio, making the
whole number sixteen. Formerly this
Council consisted of twenty-three mem-
bers, four of each of the five classis, the
President of the College, one appointed
by the Particular Synod of Chicago, and
one by the General Synod.
It will thus be seen that our College is
not alone going to stay, but will have a
new start, and those of our citizens who
predicted its downfall, will see the error
of their fears. •
savages, against their enemies, is very
Christian-like— very.
Additional
Rkmf.mhbr, if you owe us, that it takes
money to buy paper.
A bashful young clergyman recently
rising to preach for the first time, an-
nounced his text after this wise: “And im
mediately the cock wept and Peter went
out and crew bitterly.” Many a young
housewife has made mistakes when she
did not use Smith’s Saleratus. It costs no
more and is ^  stronger than any other
brands. It is perfectly pure and uniform
in strength.
As good a five cent cigar as there is in
the city, and superb ten cent cigars can be
found at “Cask” vViehsf.ma.
Splendid Ice Cream always on hand at
L. T. KANTERS.
THE P0TTE& INVESTIGATION.
The New York Uerald reviews the Pot-
ter Investigation in a recent editoral thus:
This inquiry, which seemed at one time
so formidable and so fraught with start-
ling threats if not with great results, has
dwindled to a ludicrous attempt by nearly
a dozen men to extract a petty secret from
one artful and saucy woman, who baffles
them at every turn. There is no longer
any attempt to shake the title of President
Hayes, although the Maryland memorial
was cited in the preamble of the resolu-
tion as a reason for creating the commit-
tee. The inquiry seems to have been nar-
rowed down to the question whether Mrs.
Jenks or Mr. Sherman was the author of a
brief letter promising that Weber and An-
derson should be taken care of if they
stood firm in adhering to statements which
they had already made and sworn to and
refused the bribes which they asserted had
been offered them by the democrats. If
Mrs. Jenks’ story is true the mountain in
labor has brought forth a ridiculous mouse.
But even if it should be made probable
that Mrs. Jenks lies, and that Mr. Sher-
man did write the letter, ws cannot see
that the establishment of such a fact is of
any great political consequence. Such
promises were made right and left by both
political parties in Louisiana, in Florida
and in Oregon, the persons making them
being always careful to assume that they
wanted only honest action and promising
reward* for nothing else. If the letter in
question was really written by Mr. Sher-
man it will compare favorably with the
Democratic telegrams sent to Oregon when
the attempt was made to defraud the re-
publicans of that State of one of their
electoral vote*. The fact that Mr. Sher-
man would have suffered so little if he
had acknowledged the letter to be his fa-
vor* the idea that his denial is truthful.
At any rate the inquiry is becoming con-
temptible when it is reduced to a petty
question of authorship between Mrs. Jenks
and one of the visiting statesmen.
ENGLISH XODE^F WARFARE-
An English officer who served with a
Sikh regiment during the East Indian
mutiny writes to the London Daily Newt:
“During the campaign of 1845-46 in In-
dia, and again in 1847—48, and during
the mutiny, no prisoners were made. I
was much disgusted on one occasion, in
1847, to find that while marching up a by
street in Delhi, two days after the assault,
some Sikhs of my regiment had broken
open a door, and before I could interfere
mercilessly slaughtered in cold blood two
old men and three women and a child. I
was attracted by their screams, and rushed
in too late to save life. These were newly
raised levies, it is true, but I imagine that
no Sikhs or Ghoorkas can be trusted on
these occasions; and the same may be said
of all native troops. They make no pris-
oners; at least I never saw one during four
campaigns in India.”
This is history, nod we can draw one
inference from it. Every intelligent read-
er will see at once what the BritUh officers
would naturally expect from the East In-
dia troops, which have been held in readi-
ness to hurl against the Russian ranks.
But how would this look from a stand-
point of the much boasted Christianity of
England. For such a Christian and, to
say the least, enlightened nation to prepare
to hurl a horde of sepoys, professional
I don’t want to be outdone by my com
pelitors and have purchased the hand
semest “Centennial Snit” tumblers, you
ever saw. Come and try them.
Wm. Ten Hage.
Berry Boxes. Full Measures ! !
8NIDE boxes don’t pass any longer. I
have and keep in stock the fqlj size ap-
proved by law and the Fruit Growers As-
sociations, of quart berry boxes and crates.19-2w H. D. POST.
Did you see and try those cream puffs
and nice cookies at the City Bakery, every
day fresh.
The place known as the “Dr. Morris
place,” is for sale cheap for cash. Inquire
at this office, or at J. W. Hopkins, Esq.,
Grand Haven, Mich.,— containing nearly
7 acres, with improvements and house.
While coughs and colds are very prev-
alent, we recommend a trial of Young’s
Cough and Lung Syrup. tf
A nice lot of Carpets at from 20 to 75
cents per yard just received at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Best White Lime only $1.00 per barrel
E. J. HARRINGTON’S.
- <*•*» -
Eastern Salt at $1.30 per barrel and at
wholesale for $1.25 per barrel at
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Query: “Why will men smoke com-
mon tobacco, when they can buy Marburg
Bros. 'Seal of North Carolina,' at the sameprice?” 45-ly
- - - -
A Fine White Dress Shirt the best in
the city for $1.00 at the Cheap Cash Store
of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Mr. E. J. Harrington, the Cheap Cash
Store man wishes to inform the Ladies of
this city and vicinity that he will keep on
hand a full supply of sewing machine
needles for all machines.
- -«•» -
Don’t forget that P. & A. Steketee keeps
an enormous slock of Bools & Shoes on
hand constantly. Also the largest stock
of Bleached and Unbleached Sheetings.
10,000 Pounds of Wool Wanted for
which the highest market price will be
paid in cash, at Gezon’s Old Stand, Eighth
street.18-2w BEACH BRO’S.
Remember that P. & A. Steketee always
keep on hand a large amount of salt, and
will sell it as low as anybody. They also
keep the best Live Geese Feathers, and
have a fine assortment of Shawls, Corsets,
etc., etc.
For a tip top Tea, at only 40 cents per
pound, or for the celebrated Kingsford
Starch, Chow Chow, Tomatoes, Corn,
Pickles, Salmon, Lobsters, etc., etc., go to
P. & A. STEKETEE.
KONINO-POTTKB— In this city, Jane SUth, 1878,
by Kev. Wm. M. Coplln, Mr. Oerrit A. Honing
and MIm Nina B. Potter, both of this city.
$tw ^ dvertwaunts.
NOTICE,
TVfHBHXAS my wife, MINNIE, hae left my bod
SUL debl* comrtol®d bar from and after thia
„ , CHRISTIAN MILLER.
Holland, June 30, 1878. ^ 1
AMUALTOUL
GREAT EASTERN
Circus and Show.
Will Exhibit at
HOLLAND,
MICHIGAN,
THURSDAY, JULY11,’78
Every lady should get a Dress Lift for
25 cents al
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Don’t forget to get that boy of yours a
summer school suit, for three dollars and
fifty cents, at the Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
1878. 1878.
S T E A ivr E
MARY GROH,
CAPTAIN SNYDER,
Will make TRI-WEEKLY TRIPS between
HOLLAND & CHICAGO
MLS PAM, 12,25; SMmiH3.C0,
Will leave Harrlngton’p Dock every
Monday, Wednesday and
FRIDAY EVENINGS,
At 7 o’clock, p. m., to arrive In Chicago next mom-
Ing at6 a. m. and will leave Lawler A Aahcr’a
Dock, atthicago, every
Tuesday, Thursday and
SATURDAY EVENINGS,
At 7 o'clock p. m. to arrive at Holland, next
morning at 8 a. m .(except Saturday evening, when
delay her departure till the close ofthe boat will _____ ..
public amnsementa.)
For freight and paaaage, and further particulars
apply to E. J. Harrington. Holland, Mi di., and
Lawler A Asher’a Dock, Chicago. 14-tf
LAND WANTED.
TN Ottawa or Allegan Conntlea in exchange for
L real eatate in the City of Holland.
51-tf _ Inquire at this Office.
House Moving.
TJ AVING purchased an entire now sot of tools,
IT such as tackle*, lines, capstan, etc., I will
hold myself In readiness to move any and all kind
of buildings, from a chicken coap to a church, no
matter how large a mortgage may cover It— I can
raise the building and move It to any place desired.
Thanking von for your favors daring the past
eight years, I would respectfully solicit your pat
ronage for the fntnre.
Apply at residence on 12th street. 4th ward, or
address the undenigned, P. O. Box 32.
WM. II. FINCH.
Holland. May 53, 1878. 15- 8w
SWEET’S HOTEL
GRAND RAPIDS, MICH.
T. II, LYON, - - - Proprietor,
This great show combines all the attractions ex-
hibited in a circus arena, among which are .Miss
Mollie Brown, the young and very attractive eques-
trienne, and Miss Annie Carroll, the graceful and
daring Indy rider no less noted; the wonderful
Mette Brothers, of national fame; together with
trapezlsts, leapers, nrmnasts.. hurdle and somer- O-nanvol A Tt wi/vn-twtAWYk
sanlt riders, funny cluwns. trick horses and a host DP6C131 AlI110llllC61Xi6Ilti
of arenic-talent too numerous to mention. ^
The whole is nnder the management of the most
experienced managers in the world. On the day
above mentioned, there will be given two GRAND
EXHIBITIONS, at 1 o’clock P. M., and 7 in the
evening.
Before the doors are open for the afternoon ex-
hibition. Prof. Lewis, in his aerial ship -City ot
Paris.’’ will make a grand balloon ascension from
the circus grounds to the clouds. FREE TO A LL.
Also Mile. Leona will perform the feat of walking
on a small wire from the ground to the top of the
h. FREE TO ALL.pnvillion. 100 feet high _____ __ ______
Joe Kinslow’s famous brass band will discourse
excellent strains of music Just previous to and
during each performance.
Will exhibit at Grand Junction,
Wednesday, July 10th, and
Holland, July 11th, after-
noon and evening.
The undersigned desires to annonnee to the
public in general, that he is now the sole proprie
tor of this well-known and popular hotel, and
that he will hereafter give his peisona) attention
to the management ot the house and the wants
of his gneds The house has been refitted and re-
furnished, and now offers the best of accommoda-
tions to the traveling public. It contains 130 hand-
some and commodious rooms, fifty of which can
he had with board at $2.00 per day. and the re-
malrder at the usual price. Having conducted the
hotel business in Grand Rapids for the past six-
teen years, and thahkfnl for former patronage, the
proprietor hopes for a continuance of the same.
The rooms of Sweet’s Hotel are not excelled by
any public bouse In the State, the tables are sup-
plied with all the markets afford, and careful atten-
tion is given by all employees.
Hoping to receive a liberal patronage from the
traveling public, which will be duly appreciated
by the proprietor., T. H. LYON.
BOOTS & SHOES.
A complete stock of Boots nnd Shoes
for Ladies’ and Gentlemen. Also,
Rubbers, Slippers
Ladies’ walking shoes, etc., at a bargain
at the
Cheap Cash Store of
KJ.HAmi G-T0 .
Has brv- uiD ftiurly
and reliable t nvelln,
(own mv tlio •my > ompet- nt
Ftiysician. His reputation
LOST! LOST!
/"\N Saturday last, two a mall pus-books, atme-
V/ where on Harrington’e Dock, or near Rooet'a
brickyard. Any one returning the aame will be
librally rewarded.
, B. T. ROGERS.*Mw (Captain of the propeller Rogera.)
a
hu tx-en acquired by honmt, fair dealing, and yeera
ofaucceeafm practice In the treatment of all «tironlc
Diseases and Def rmltiee as a specialty. Does not
claim to be Infallible or to know >-Terytbing. or to
cure everybody; but does claim th-t a large and
extensive practice and unparallelt-d •uci es , us evi-
dence to iinstmn it. i- tbe beet prouf <>t A physiclan'i
skill. He treats annually from ttv- b> six thousand
persons Kxi«-rieuce la worth everythin* Knowi-
ngs g*ln>d from treatin' and curing tbouaauda of
cases enables him to know the canae and the reme-
dy needed. He never injured a human Mug by
excessive drugging, or destroyed a life by experi-
ment and it Is not necessary to change diet or
occnpation while under his tre tuient.
If your sre afflh-ted with Diseases of the Eye«,
Kata, Head, Heart. Throat, Lungs, Chest. 8niae,
Liver, Stomach, Bowels, Kidney*, lieneto Urinary
Organ*. Brain, Nerves, IV new. Joints, D lormitles.
Malformations, Catarrh, Rliemnatum, Sor-s. Ulcers
Tumors. Cancers. Blood or Skin, and all person*
that are troubled with any ailment or Inconvenience
of any name or nature, are invited to call nod inves-
tigate before they abandon Imp*.
Candid in opinion, reasonable in charges, and
wttl not nrgs or |•1tr•llHde you to teks treatment,
and no one will be treated nnteaa there is a
•liong probability »! a cure or |>enuanei)t benatt.
Make Interrogation and d eld- for yourself. On-
nltatton true. Med. dues Cash don’t aak for
oniit
WILL BE AT
HOLLAND* L'lty Hotel, from 8 p. m. on
Monday, July ttth, until 8 p. m, Tuesday, July 80.
„ GRAND RAPIDS. Rathbnn ftonee, on the
1st andlBth days of every month. Address, Dr.
J. C. Kennedy, Bathbnn House, Grand Rapids,
Mich., with atamp.
Probate Order.
STATE OF MICHIGAN, Coanty of Ottawa, se.
At a session of tbe Probate Coart of the Coanty
of Ottawa, holden at the Probate Office, In the
City of Grand Haven, in said County, on Friday,
the twenty-flnt dar of Jane, In tne year one
thoa>and eight hnndred and seventy-eight.
Present: Samuil L. Tati, Jndge of Probate.
In the matter of the estate of AbelT. Stewart, de-
ceased.
On reading and filing the petition duly verified,
or Henry Banm, praying among other things for
the probate of an Instrument In writing filed in
thia court, purporting to be the last will and tea-
lament of Abel T. Stewart deceased, and that
admlnlitratlon thereof may be granted to the
persons named therein, aa executor*. Thereupon
It ie ordered, that WadmaaAmj, tka Twmtr-
fourth day of July next, at one o'clock in the
afternoon, be assigned for the hearing of said Pett
tlon and that the nelre at law of the said deceased,
and all other persons Intetested In said estate, are
roared to appear at a session of said Court, then
to be holden at the Probate Office, in Grand Ha-
ven, in said County, and show cause, If any there
be, why the prayer of tho petitioner ahonld not be
panted: And it la ftarther ordered, that said peti-
tioner give notice to the persons Interested In said
cstats.of the pendency of said petition and the
nearing thereof, by canaing a copy of this order to
be published In the "Holland City Naws,” a
newspaper printed and circulated in said County
mid tay of hVri re° ,ucceM*ve w®°^s previous to
A true copy, (Attest.) SAMUEL L. TATE.
Judge of Probate.
NEW
MATERIAL
Just Received at
THE
“ustie ws”
Job Office.
Our facilities for Job Print-
ing are unequaled in this city,
and we are at all times prepar-
ed to execute
ALL KINDS OF
job mmm
Promptly and Neatly
FRANK LESLIE’S CHIMNEY CORNER -
This beautiful periodical, tho best American Fam-
lly Journal, Story Paper and Home Friend, ha*
been the successful rival of all the weekly Journal*
for tbe past thirteen years. It gained a place in
the minilrf and hearts of our people, and now tha
name of Its patrona Is Legion.
This year tbe Chimney Corner seem to he better
than ever. Its serial stories nre of the most
absorbing and lilvoly character, of great power,
true to life and full of merit, taking a wide rang**
of subjects to please every inembpr of a house-
hold— the domestic story for tho mother, the
charming love-tale for the daughters, the more
dramatic for the young men, the solid novel for
older readers, and then we have stirring adventurc-
for the boys and tairy-tales for the children.
Habberton. Howard, Robinson, De Forrest,.
Benedict, 8. Annie Frost, Annie Thomas, Etta W.
Pierce, and other eminent wrlttera, are its regular
contributors. The subjects tr-ated of are verv
varied. 1 he Illustrations are profuse and they are
all beautiful Short stories extremely interesting are
completed In each number, while Biographies, Ad-
ventures. Essays, Fun, Travels, Natural History,
Legends, Anecdotes, Science, etc., make this pub-
lication one of the most entertaining in existence.
Exquisite steel engravings are frequently given
away to its subscribers,
The Chimney Corner, sixteen pages, with eight
pages of Illustrations, printed on fine paper, is
pub Ished every Monday, price only 10 cents; an-
nual subscription, $4, post-paid. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie’s Publishing House, 537
Pearl Street, New York.
FKANK LESLIE’S LADY’S JOURNAL. Ifi
pages. Issued weekly, contains excellent Pictures
and full descriptions of the very Latest Styles of
Ladies and Children’s Ware; usefu. Information
on Family Topics; Select Stories; Beautiful Illus-
trations of Home and Foreign Subjects; Poetry:
Fashionable Intelligence; Personal Chit Chat:
Amusing Cartoons on the Follies and Foibles of
the Day ; Sparks of Mirth, etc. , etc. Frank Ledie'e
Lalys Journal Is the most beautlfnl of all tb-
ladles’ papers. It should be found on tho table of
every lady in the land. Price 10 cents a copy ; an-
nual subscription, $4, poatpaid.
FRANK LESLIE’S POPULAR MONTHLY ha*
made rapid strides as the rival of many aspirants
to public favor. Its contributors are some of the
best living writers. Every department of litera-
ture is represenlated In Its columns. The amounr
of instruction, entertainment and amusement af-
forded by the articles, essays, stories, and general
miscellany contained in the 128 quarto pages of
each number of this publication has been well ap-
preciated. Every copy of the -'Popu'ar Monthly”
is embellished with over 100 beautiful Illustrations.
Being the cheapest periodical of the kind In exist-
ence. and at the same time one of the most select
and universally welcome, It must continue to in-
crease In public favor, and rank with the publish-
er’s Sunday Magazine-the highest among all our
American mouthlies. It is published on tho ? 5th
of each month. Price, 25 cents a number; Sub-
scription, $3, post paid, per year. Address your
orders to Frank Leslie. 537 Pearl Street, New York.
FRANK LESLIE’S SUNDAY MAGAZINE is
n beautiful work. It will Interest educated and
cultivated minds as well as tho most ordinary
reader. It Is the only Sunday magazine published
in this country. Every number has 128 pages filled
with the most select nnd fascinating literature,
ranging from the Sermon by the Editor (Dr. C. F.
Deems, pastor of tho Church of the Strangers), t »
stirring Tales, general Topic* and Easaya, Poetry.
Music, Fun, Science, History, etc., in great vu
rlety. Each copy of this Mcgazlne has 1(7) exqui-
site engravings of the most interesting character
It has reached a circulation and prosperity such as
make it one of tho marvels of periodical literature.
It is indeed a beautiful work. Buy It and see for
yourselves. Single conics are only 23 cents, and
Annual Subscription Price only $3, post paid. Ad-
dress orders to
Frank Leslie’s Publishing Honse,6-2Cw 537 Pearl Street, New York.
XOmAGE SALE.
rvEFAULT having been made in the condition*
VJ of a certain mortgage dated the 24th day of
May, 1875, made and executed by John M. Hick-
man and Uopy J. Hickman, his wife, to Vlctorlae
E. Hickman, then all ot Ottawa County, Michigan,
and recorded In the office of the R< gistur of Deed*
of Ottawa Countv, Michigan. July 27th, 1875, In
Liber 7 of mortgages, on page 212. upon which
mortgage, and notes accompanying the same,
there is claimed to be due at ihe date of this notice,
the sum of $391.60, and an attorney fee of $10,
provided for In said mortgage, and no proceeding*
at law or equity having been instituted to recover
the debt secured by said mortgage or any nan
thereof; Notice is hereby given, that by virtue of the
power of sale in said mortgage contained, and of
the statute In such case made and provided, siid
mortgage will be foreclosed by a sale of the mort-
gaged premises, or so much thereof as may bo
necessary to satisfy said mortgaged dobi, the inter-
est thereon, said attorney fee, and the costs and
expenses of said sale allowed by law, at public
vendue to the highest, bidder on Tuesday, the
17th day of September, 1878, at one
o’clock in the afternoon at the front door of the
Court House of Ottawa Coanty, In the City of
Grand Haven, Michigan. The premises to he sold
being described in said mortgage as follows, all
the following described piece or parcel of land sit •
uate, lying and being in the County of Ottawa and
State of Michigan and known and described a*
follows, to-wit: tbe north half of the south-east
quarter of the south-west quarter of section thir-
teen (13), In town seven (?) north, of range fifteen
(15) west, and containing twenty acres of land
according to the United States survey be tho same
more or mss.
Dated. June 6th. 1878.
VICTORINK E. HICKMAN, Moeiqaqtt.
Lowing A Cbobb, AU'ye for Mortgagee. lft-13w
Dissolution Notice.
VI OTICB is hereby given, that the co-partnership
li heretofore existing between Everardus Krul*-
engaand John Kruisenga, under the firm name
*nd style o.* E. Kratsenga A Bon, doing busines at
the City of Holland, has this day been dissolved
by mutual consent. John Krulsenga has pur-
chased all the stock to trade and credits due to and
belonging to the late firm, and will pay all) labil-
ities of the said E. KruLenga A Son, to whom
claims should be presented for payment.
Dated, Holland, May 29tb, 1878.
B. KRU18BNGA, *>>•IMw JOHN KRUI8ENOA.
Detroit and Milwaukee
Railroad Hotel,
Wm. H. Kirkland, Proprietor.
Grand Haven, Michigan.
The best accommodation for the travelling pub-
lic can always be found, night or day, at tha
above Hotel. The best Imported liquors and
cigars always on baud.
WM. H. KIRKLAND.
Grand Havin, April 10, 1878. 9-tf
EXCURSIONS ! !
IN THE THE STEAMER
TWI-LIO-HT
Having been rebuilt and refitted last winter,
CAPTAIN F. BROUWER,
Hereby luforas the public that he la preparedCOMMERCIAL parties
PRINTING
LETTER HEADS,
NOTE HEADS,
BILL HEADS,
STATEMENTS,
ENVELOPES,
PRICE LISTS,
CARDS,
TAGS, <h
Can ba accommodated on abort notice, for the
•mall snm of FIVE DOLLARS, taking them down
to the month of Black Lake In the morning, leav-
ing them there and bring them back In the even-
ing, or any time desired- I am also prepared to
accommodate
SUNDAY SCHOOL PICNICS,
•
Having a bane suitable for that purpose, to go
ont on Lake Michigan, or to be taaen to any de-
sired point, and brought home at the time agreed
upon. For such large picnics, however, timely
notice will be necessary for preparation.
Terms very Reasonable.
F. BROUWER, Captain.
Holland, .luue 1, 1876. 17-3in
i
lotting*.
No 4th of July accidents are reported to
us thus far.
Gold is steady at 100%.
Roost & Klaasen’s brick is being used
on Vanderveen’s new block. The brick l
layers pronounce it excellent.
The Indians out West are clubbing to-
gether and a tremendous Indian war is
very imminent.
The Third Reformed Church will have
their annual Sabbath School picnic on
Wednesday next.
iVt.
We are sorry to learn that the 9-year-
old son of Chas. Pagelson, Esq., of Grand
Haven, was drowned on Saturday last.
The Berlin Congress is still quibbling
tbout the carving of the Turkey, and who
mows but what they may have a fight
)ver a slice or a bone.
Mbs. D. A. Dood, of Humboldt county,
Iowa, gave birth to her twenty-second
child last week: out of this number there
have been seven pairs of twins.
A party consisting of L. Dangremond;
C. J. Voorhorst and daughter, and D.
Telman, of Overijsel, Mich., left on a trip I corp8 0f teachers, but at generally reduced
At a meeting of the Board of Educa-
on held after the closing of the public
[tools, it was decided to keep the same
to the Netherlands on the 8d Inst. > salaries.
A beautiful three year-old horse was
stolen out of the pasture of Mr. M. Van
Tubbergen, a farmer residing about three
miles south from here. Tramps having
been seen in the neighborhood, are bus-
pebted of being the guilty parties.
A firk was discovered on Thursday
last at the residence of Mr. C. P. Becker,
caused by the careless use of fire crackers.
Timely application of water prevented a
serious conflagration.
List of letters remaining in the Post
office at Holland, Mich., July 4, 1878:
Andrew Haight, Ber Sale, John Owens.
Wil Verbkek, P. M.
Samual L. Tate, Judge of Prdbate for
this county, will be absent from bis office
for about two weeks, and parties needing
his services will do well to bear this in
mind.
The latest dispatches from Europe indi
cate that our gallant boat club from Mon-
roe, Mich., called “Shoes.” (for short)
have won the first heat, and the Columbia
College crew also won one heat In another
race. The second heats in both races were
to be rowed yesterday.
Hot weather struck us quite suddenly
on Friday last, the thermometer showing
from 88o to 90», and on Saturday last, the
mercury indicated 90« in two or three
localities, this day was followed by a
“roasting hot” Sunday— three times and
out— and then the weather changed, rain-
ing and cooling ofif generally, and it re
mained cool until 4th of July when it
turned very warm again.
Next Thursday will be another 4th of
J aly for the little ones. The Great Eastern
Circus .will give two performances here
afternoon and evening. This is their
seventh annual tour, and it is safe to say
that any show that can live seven years in
succession must be a good one. Their
ring performances are pronounced to be
first-class, and will no doubt draw a large
crowd.
At the recent semi-annual election of
officers of the I. 0. 0. F. in this city, the
choice resulted in the following men:
Wm. Butkau, N. G.; R. A. Schouten, V.
G.; N. W. Bacon, Secretary; J. Hummel,
Treasurer. Installation will take plac«
next Tuesday evening.
A dispatch from St. Joseph, Mo., says
that the Missouri River was higher than
any time since 1844, doing considerable
damage to the iron bridge, and all along
>e banks of the river. The same reports
me from Atchison, Kansas.
CORNER CEDAR* EIGHTH STREETS.
Luce & Perkins,
Minatactnrvra *f
TABLETS, HEADSTONES
MONUMENTS
And all kladi of
CEMETERY WORK
- Df STONE. --
Wt ke«p ceneUnUj *n hand the best kind of
A Largo nad Fima
stock:
•OF —
BOOTS & SHOES
— Jut received at —
E. HEROLD,
Eighth Street, City or Holland.
futfes, u dedred.
All Work Warranted and
Prices Low.
Give us a call before you order, and pat-
ronize your home industry.
Holland, Mtcb., lag. S5 1877.
Mr. H. Bosch, the Secretary and jjkU
man of the Vrieslaud cheese factory klnt
ly brought us a piece of the cheese of thel
first manufacture, and we don’t hesitate^
to pronounce it a very good article, and
in this opinion we are joined by everyone
who tested it We are happy to record the
access of this undertaking, and hope to
hear of their steady progress.
At a regular meeting of the United Sons
if Industry the following officers were
elected for the ensuing term: A. McDon-
ald, President; R. A. Schouten, Vice-Pre-
sident; D. Van Bruggen, F. & R. Sec’y;
B. P. Higgins, Treoa. ; W. H. Rogers, I.
8. ; J. Van Zoeren, 0. 8. Installation will
take place next week.
Call at the
Meat Market
J. KUITE
For the beet kind of
A few weeks ago returned to his family,
Mr. Pieter Vijn, of Zeeland, having been
absent some months on a very unpleasant
trip to the Netherlands. The cause of his
absence, as Is well known, grew out of
the late burning of his saw-mill. The
anguish of coustant self-accusation may
not affect a thorough criminal, but to Mr.
Vijn his fugutive condition was more thau
he could bear; hence, his return. Having
made a clean breast of his folly, he pre-
ferred to surrender himself into the hands
of the public, among whom, up to this
late mishap, he was so well aod so favor-
ably known. It is evident that his pecu-
liar circumstances have apparently ob-
tained for him a common sympathy, and
in behalf of his aged mother, his wife and
grown up children, we trust that the mat-
ter will be allowed to rest where It is.
Some of Mr. R. Kunters' hands from
Chicago were home on the Fourth, and
they report the work as progressing finely.
Two large pieces have been sunk, the first
of 70 feet in length, and the second 80 feet.
This amount of brushwork was pushed to
completion, and hud to stood the brunt of a
lee-shore during the last storm from east.
We are happy to hear that the work pleases
the Park commissioners, and so well, that
Mr. Ranters’ contract has been extended
by an additional 250 feet.
For several weeks past the stream from
an artesian well at Stockton. Cal., has
brought up quantities ot low aod oakum,
and scales of iron or copper. When this
well was sunk, about one year ago, at a
depbtof sixty feet, something prevented
further progress. A drill lowered bounded
as if striking a deck of a vessel. A shaft
is to be sunk, and the mystery unravelled.
While speaking of the flue article of
cheese produced by the Vrieslaud cheese
factory, we wish to mention that since the
first lot of cheese was turned out of the
factory at May station, they have made a
great improvement in the article, and are
now able to show us as good an article as
any factory. We were shown their re-
cently made cheese at the Pessink Bros,
and cannot heip admiring the superior
quality. We are glad of this improvement
of their product, for it virtually stamps
success upon both the new factories.
Mn. W. H. Kiugsland, the head turner
of the Butter Tub Manufactory, has gone
east on a Fourth of July trip, and the fac-
tory will have to stand still for that length
of time. It will give the proprietors a
chance, however, to make such necessary
repairs to machinery, etc., as they see fit,
and will enable them to resume operations
on a belter scale on Mr. Kingsland’s re-
turn. We hope** Willie” will have a grand
old time and a good rest. ^
The following are the arrivals and clear-
ances up to Friday morning:
ARRIVED.
Fresh and ailed Meats.
1
I pay the highest market
rice for hides, hams, and all
indsof former's produce.
A Complete a*Mrtment of Chlldren’i and Infanta’
•hoes for fkll and winter, and n fall line of
Ladles’ and Gentleman's wear.
CALL AND SEE US.
I am now aolllnc tha Howt Bowing Machine,
and will henceforth keep U for sale at my More.___ _____________________ BBlt
Peddling machines with wacona has been aMliihed
for the simple reason that tho prlcee of macblaee
ato too low u admit ef any expenae In that way.
Call In and get bargains.
I. HEROLD.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 1, 1877.
D. B. K. VAN RAALTE,
DEALER IN
Boots and Shoes
Rubbers, Slippers, etc.
Of the neatest style* and beat qnallUei which I“ ‘ fbedyelie.offer cheaper than any!
Come and examine my
STOCK.
J. KUXTE
EIGHTH ST., HOLLAND, MICHIGAN.
M8w
W. & H. ELFERDINK’S
June 27— 8chr. Four Brothers, Chicago, light.
27— “ Hope, Muskeuon, 80 m ahlnglee,
1,&00 ft lumber.
July
28-Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 800 bu corn 41
pkga sundries.
29— “ R. T. Rogers, Saugatnck, light.
1— 8chr. Wollin, Racine, light.
1— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 48 bdle green
bides, 16 kegs nail, 25 pkge mdse.
8— “ M. Groh, Chicago, 1 brl lard oil 85
pkga mdse.
CLEARED.
NO. 22 RIVER STREET,
Holland, - - • Michigan
The above firm mike a specialty of custom work.
Guarantee satisfaction. Their prices are low
enough to compete with any house in the city.
They keep constantly oi. band a choice variety ol
Ladles and Children shoes and gaiters.
Makes Custom Work a
<3
Specialty.
D B K. VAN RAALTE.
CROCKERY!
Repairing neatly don
Short Notice,
e and at
W. * H. ELFERDINK,
Our Fourth passed off quietly and pleas-
antly. Up to this hour of writing we can
hear of no accidents to cause regret of the
holiday. The day was spent In boat-rid-
ing and lemonade drinking. Around
w town some beer was tapped, but the only
production was one man who plead guilty
to an overdose. Is Holland’s patriotism
declining, that it would not collect money
enough to defray the necessary expenses
of a good old-fashioned celebration ? Or
what is it? There was a good old time,
' we hear from reliable sources, in the vil-
lage of Overysel; also in Graafschap, and
1 in Olive; in fact, all around us— but Hoi-
— land did not get a single paragraph. There
is one class of citizens, however, who re*
lT joice in this kind of a Fourth— and those
^ are our old nervous ladies; hardly a fire
2 cracker to put one iu mind of old times.
Mr. W. II. Finch deserves our pra*
collecting money enough to make the
mouth of the cannon speak at dawn of
day as it once did on the field of battle.
Even about the boatridiug there ha
rivalry— but we feel happy to announce
that both parties claim to have done well.
Black Lake was the scene of most all the
pleasure and sport, and the ramhliug over
the hills at Lake Michigan, the bathing in
the beautiful Lake, and numerous private
picnics were indulged in to a great extent
in the absence of one grand combined
Celebration of Independence Day. There
was \pientv of music, 1)?WPYPE-^ Gee’s
brass"band appeared in their brilliant new
A dispatch from Grand Rapids dated
July 3d, gives the following startling news:
The mystery attending the murder of
Eugene Naylor, of Grandville, seems about
to be cleared up. Various arrests have
been heretofore reported but all resulted
In “not proven.” A young man named
George Perry Coon, formerly living in
Grandville arrived here on yesterday, and
says he was present at the time the mur-
der was committed, and saw the body
located into a sleigh, and then thrown
into the field. He swears he knew the
parlies to the crime, and its object, which
was too much knowledge on Naylor’s part
of cattle-steeling which then prevailed,
and he had to be put out of the way. War-
rants were issued at midnight, and to-day
Peter Shilling was rearrested, and George
Cathcart, Wm. Newhall, and Thos.
McDonough all young men, of Grandville,
arrested and placed under close guard.
The prosecuting attorney thinks he has
a good case, and can prove that "murder
will out,” though concealed four years.
Jaud27-Schr. Four Brothers, to Chicago, 85 cds
bark
“ 27— “ Hope, Mntkegon, 76 bu potatoes, 2
brls float, 150 doz. eggs, 600 lbs
feed
“ 28— Prop. M. Groh, Chicago, 474 r r ties, 69
oak ties, 4 jars butter, 171 m
shingles.
“ 29- “ R. T. Rogers, Saugatnck, 800 brick.
July 1— 8chr. Wollin. Kenosha, 60 m ft lumber.
“ 1— Prop. M. Grab, Chicago, 35 eda bark,
“ 5— “ M. Grob, Chicago, 1 m r r tics 80 cds
bark.
FOR SALE.
l1
A 3 Acre Fruit Farm containing aome 800 bearing
rape vines, 100 Currant bushes; Strawberries;
ears, Apple, Quince, Chestnnl, Mulberry, Apprl-
)t. Cherry and Peach trees in bearing.
No money required down inquire or
From and after this date, I
intend to devote to this line of
trade the necessary attention,
and will keep on hand a com-
plete stock of White Granite
and C. C. Ware.
A liberal deduction to
those who buy sets or in large
quantities.
Rockingham and Yellow
Ware in large supplies.
g. J. vaarwerk.
Holland, Mich., Sept. 10 1877.
Holland. Mloh. Januarv 1. 1878.
I lThe Captain of a German steamer, just
Sri
wtoge, and made
f
\
several parades through the city, each
time taking with them a large number of
excursionists on the propeller Mary Groh.
Everybody seemed to enjoy the effort of
the band, and we think they were well
patronized. The opposition excursion
business consisted of Columbia Fire Co.
No. 2 and friends, who had engaged the
Zeeland Cornet Band. This band ap-
peared with black hats and scarlet plumes,
and begin to play quite nice. This party
had a vessel, nicely trimmed up for the oc-
casion, towed by the tug Twilight, and
also made four trips to the harbor. .--The
V^jffijpTTTeath^ifleY'Wp fruitt Saugatuck
here and back again*. in the morning and
evening. Everything teymlDated peace-
ably, and our lightk^UMKkeeper, for once,
bad all the calleryue amid attend to.
The Lake was smooth and \i light breeze
blowing, and nptfiy a sail bo\l ventured a
cruise on that Inland sea.
! rived at Hong Kong, reports a singular
condition of things In the island of New
Britain, in the South seas. He found the
whole of the northeast coast enveloped in
dense smoke, and he experienced great
difficulty in proceeding up the channel be
tween it and New Ireland, as fields of
pumice stone, several feet in thickness,
covered the surface of the water. On
Feb. 9lh reached Makada, Duke of York
group, and found that three craters had
broken out iu the New Britain peninsula,
from which dense masses of pumice stone
were continually being thrown up. The
passage between Duke of York Island and
Blanch bay had been completely closed
by a compact field of pumice stone, about
5 feet in thickness, according to the state-
ment of the Captain to a Hong Kong pa-
per. A tidal wave swept over Blanch bay
on Feb. 10, and soon afterward a new Is-
land appeared, about three-quarters of a
mile In diameter. This Island is situated
to the south of Henderson Island, and
where it now is no bottom was previously
obtained at seventeen fathoms. It is prob-
able that other alterations have occurred
which coaid not be observed at the lime,
owing to the masses of floating pumice
stone. The Captain of the vessel men
tinned further says, that the water in
Blanche bay was scalding hot for two
days, and tlial immense quantities of
boiled fish and turtle were thwwn on shore
and eagerly devoured by the natives, who
were staiviug in consequence ol the un-
usual dryness of the season.
Frank Leslie’s Sunday Magazine for the
month of August is promptly on our table,
and presents very strong claims for liberal
palron&ge. This is a publication which
commends itself alike to the religious
community and to the general public.
While distinctively religious, it is alto-
gether tree from sectarianism; the aim of
the Reverend Editor, Dr. Charles F.
Deems, is to render the magazine worthy
of universal acceptation; to blend in its
largely miscellaneous contents, entertain-
ment with instruction, and, withal, to
inculcate of religion, virtue an morality,
and to do this in a most pleasurable man-
ner. The original articles, and all Ihe
selections, are eminently calculated to ex-
ercise a beneficial influence; and do one,
we think, can possibly fall to be greatly
edified by the perusal of the pages of this
excellent publication. One can pleasantly
and profitably while away an hour with it
between the church services; and those
who are not church attendant, but who
abstain, conscientiously, from novel-read-
ing on Sunday, will not suffer from weari-
ness and ennui if provided with this
delightful companion.
Tbe subjects embraced in the contents
are exceedingly varied, and all the articles
are replete with pure sentiments, and
happy, pleasant thoughts. Each Dumber
Is, in fact, a most enjoyable literary ban-
quet. The August number is crowded
with good things; promioent among them
are Professor Wells’s article on “John
Peter Lange” (with portrait); “Religion
and Beneficence,” by tbe Rev. Parsons
Cooke; “Half Truths”; “AH Kiods of
Babies,” by Eliner Lynnde: “Queen
Joslin&Breyman,
Watchmakers | Jewelers,
dealers in
Silver Ware, Watches, Clocks,
Jewelry & Fancy Goods.
I have engaged the services of
Hr. J. A Griffin,
of New Tork City,
Who is a practical cutter and
tailor, and am now prepared
to make up suits according the
latest styles and fashions.
In this connection I have
purchased a stock of Broad-
cloths, Cassimeres, of the latest
Spring styles, and will guaran-
tee a perfect fit. Prices rea
sonable.
Call soon and take the first
choice, at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HAmiFGTOJT.
All Kinds of Spectacles.
Fall Sitae ef Geld Peas*
Repairing Neatly and Promptly Executed.
Holland, March *4?^78. •— lJ*
RIDLEY HALL
 HOME SCHOOL.
Importer of
English and Scotch Ales,
-—AND—-
GUINNESS’ DUBLIN STOUT,
Id balk and to Bottle.
No. 100 Monroe Street,
Giand Baplda, filch.
Alio Agent for Robert Smith Brewery, N. W.
.or. of 5th and Minor atreeta, Philadelphia. Mr.
Robert Smith, baa succeeded In making and In-
traducing an Ale, which be calls ’‘India Ale Ale,”
E. BAUDER, A, 3f., Principal,
and baa succeeded so well that It Is highly recom-
mended as a tonic for weak persons.
Assisted hr Mrs. BAUDER end DAUGHTERS,
with other Experienced Teachers.
Elizabeth” (four illustrations and portrait);
“Paul at the Tomb of Virgil”; “Nineveh
and Babylon”; "The Chriotian World,'
by Professor Bchem; “Wit, Wisdom and
Pathos of Childhood”; “Hours with Eng-
lish Sacred Poets” (continued), by John
Donne, D. D. ; “Funeral of the Soul,” “A
Scotch Heroine.” etc., etc. The editor
bolds forth from the Home Pulpit, from
the text “Beauty for Ashes”; he also con-
Now open-Paplli admitted at any time. Course
of Inslrnctton embraces English, Mathematics.
Ancient and modern Languages and Ornamental
Branches.
For catalogue or admlalton, apply to the Princi-
pal at Fkmton, Gknksib Co.. Mien.
A splendid stock of Cigars and
outer liquors always on hand.
10-tf
BANKING.
(> COT business yon can engage in. $5 to |20
O t j I per tnade by any worker oi eitherM 1 sex, right in their own localities. Par-
ticulars and samples v
•pare time at this bus
Co., Portland, Maine.
• bl
Oculars worth $5 free. Improve your
i iness. Address tmxaoii *
Jacob wsi film
tinues bis Popular Exegeses of severa
passages of Scripture, and bis Note Book
and Library Table are highly interest lug.
BANKER,
HOLLAND, - - MICHIGAN.
I
 eresting.
There are a large number of illuatrationa,
portraits, mottoes, etc. Each number
contains 128 quarto pages, aod the annual
subscription is only $8, postpaid. Single
copies 25 cent*. Address Frank Leslie's
Publishing House, 53, 55 A 57 Park Place,
New York. •
Farm for Sale.
I will sell eighty acres of splendid clay
soil, six miles from tills city. Near church
and school house, at a bargain, 80 acres
•( this land is partially Improved. Also
40 acres of unimproved land in tbe Town-
ship *f Fillmore. Inquire of&i( M.D. HOWARD.
Dses a gtneral Banking,
lion business,
the United BUtes
, and Ceilec-
all points In
tlon paid to the <
Remfttanitt ces
hnsincM intrusted to
tlon. Interest slli
to check at sight
sold. Tickets to and
•old at my office
•-iy Jacob tan puttbk
sweet' skve'nteen.
• BT ftrSBMT rfKNTL*T/KB*Ky.\>. , y
flow Ugbt h^r fairy footeteps fall !
The gatflen gate she gently clows,
in'! wandara by the tywunmed wall,
While Jane make* Birth Mhoag the loeea.
The burnished braida that bind her head,
With careless ribbon loosely ho'den ;
Bar Mend BpuJirfiMhfm red,- r • ,
LouWs brfther laysthey’ra gulden. ^  j
^naShoolaftn ue'makuer arte *
Of picking all her friends to plecea,
Nor Milled to chain her lovers’ hearts L
With witchery of Love’e csprioee t
Ups that would scorn the truth to hide,
A laugh that’s silvery and hearty,
The angel of the poor—the pride
Of every Jolly Ohrlshnse party !
Between the pauses of the dance—
It’s nice- -but oh ! It’s very naughty !*M : • - • ) t ]
Then seat wards, ‘wht n her waits Is done,
* For fear mamma should scent the treason;
Poor Innocent I condemned to run
The gantlet of a city season I
^he dreams all loves beneath the moon
Are equal parts of truth and honey ;
Leave her alone-ebeH learn toe soon
. ..... .That Love's another name for Money 1
Untarnished by the dust of Fashion ?
formally to Mary Ann. Ajb uiual, ahe
flpenfc a whole night in thinking, crying,
deliberating, grieving, wondering, and
next morning sent him a flat refusal. So
this affair, which is a specimen of about
• thirty or forty she had managed in this
s way, was considered dosed neyond all
hopes of revivals The parties never
again, met till the moment we have now
reached threw them accidentally into
e*Sli jith/r’a company^ / ) |,r
Since the penod just referred to Mary
Ann had considerably altered in her
leading them dr to declare themselves,
and of then rejecting, with tears and re-
grets in abundance, till she and the
whole world of young men became mo*
u fast am emlunrg fnepd| Ime wasweH f
And she, a city season’s belle,
Of slaves and suitors she’ll have plenty.
,f
WO YARDS Oi; JACOSET, OR A
BY JAMES GOBDON BENNETT.
T
’
" I wish,” said Mary Ann, “ I had two
yards of jabonet. I want it very much
to complete this dress for the next birth-
day at Richmond. I want besides a
pretty large length of pea-green ribbon.
I, want. a feather— a white feather— tomylastW $Tfl ^
“Well, my dear/’ said Louisa, he^
companion, “well, my dear.it seems
you hayty nevefl Enough. Pray how
many more tilings do you want be-
sides?’; , ,f ..
“Motet” returned Mary Ann, “why
a hundred more, to be sure, " said shfi,.
laughing; “but Til name. them all in
onet-I^anlja J^mband— ar real, down-
right husband.”
nibg away the admirers of her female
rivals, entirely clodded and obscured her
more amiable qualities of head and
’Bem — - ..... --- — •
“ How, (longj hnvq jyoti: been in Wil-
liamsburg, Mary * Ann T’ asked her chore
place this is. It is called the ‘classic
shade’— the ‘academic groves of the
01dr Dominion.’ janct all that (tort of
thing. One of the' professors enter-
tained me a good two hours the other
evening with the laws of Dido and
^kfbfls. I wish I had a couple of yards
of-Jtooret/*’ * ’ ‘
“ Or a husband ” -
“ Or a husband, either. I don’t care
which ; come, my love, let’s go a-shop-
i this classio town.”
two ladies immediately; rose— it
was about noonday— put on their bon-
nets, took tbeir parasols and sallied
“^or a husband or jaconet, you
say ?”
'TTwo yards of jaconet, or a hus-
band.”
The town of Williamsburg, like every
other little town in Virginia or even
, Tfyw York, does not contain many stores.
'A shopping expedition ip; therefore, soon
completed. The two ladies sauntered
into this shop, then into that, sometimes
among your many admirers ? ”
“ A fig for my admirers 1 I’m tired—
I’m sick, I’m disgusted with my ad-
mirers. All come and make silly com-
plimenta; one says, ‘ Miss B - , how
pretty you look to-day;’ another sickens
me with his Ailly looks ; another is so
desperately in love with me that he can’t
talk; another is so desperately in love
with himself that he talks forever. Oh!
I wish I were married 1 I wish I had a
husband; or at least two yards of jaconet
to finish the dress for the Richmond
campaign.” . ^ i .. r ^
Mary Ann B -- was a gay, young,
rattling creature who had lost her father
and put of her heart at 14. She was
now 17; possessed a fine figure, rather
embonpoint; not tall, but very grace-
fully rounded off. Her profuse auburn
ringleU clustered negligently round a
pair of cheeks in which the pure red and
wjute mingled sp delicately that where
the one began o^the other ended no one
could tell- Her eyes were dark-blue,
but possessing minster when lighted n^>
with Reeling or enthusiasm which defied
any one to distinguish them from burn-
ing black. Her motions were light, airy
and graceful Her foot and ankle were
most elegantly formed; and her two
small white hands, with soft, tapering
fingers, were as aristocratic as could be
imagined by a Byron or an Ali Pasha.
Since the death of her father, which was
a period of about two years or more,
she had had many admirers, several de-
cided offers, and not a few who had
hoped, but durst not venture upon the
fatal question. She laughed at their
offers, ridiculed her admirers, and pro-
tested she would never marry until she
had brought at least a hundred to. her
feet. Tor several counties round up
And down the James river she was quite
a toast ^mong the youngplanters. \
In those days thi White Sulphur,
(Blue Sulphur and Hot Sulphur Springs
were not much frequented; but people
-of fashion in Lower Virginia, the wealthy
planters, were just beginning to escape
•to the Bine Mountains during the autum-
nal months. In one of those excursions
the party, of which Mary Ann made a
lively member, was overtaken one after-
noon in a sudden rain-storm at the en-
trance of one of the gorges of the moun-
tains. The party was traveling in an
open carriage, with a sort of top resem-
bling that of a gig, to spread out when a
•shower broke over them with sudden
violence. On the present occasion the
leather top afforded to the ladies a very
inadequate shelter from the torrent which
fell down from the dark, heavy clouds
above. The first house they approached
was, therefore, truly welcomed. They
dismounted, went in and found several
young gentlemen surrounding the hick-
ory fire which was crackling merrily on
a large, wide hearth.
A young man of rather modest, easy,
tau; unobtrusive mauners rose at the ap-
proach of Mary Ann and offered her ms
•chair. She .accented it, with a slight in-
clination of the head and a quiet glance
at his general appearance. Nothing re-
markable • took place at this interview;
•but a few days after, when they had
reached the foot of one of the mountains,
which wak appropriated as the place of
gayety .and fashion the young gentleman
was formally introduced to Mary Sum
Mr. C— v from Williamsburg, in West-
ern Virginia. In a very short time he
became the devoted admirer of Mary
Ann— was extremely and delicately atten-
tive, and, of course, gave rise to many
surmises among the match-makers and
match-breakers of the Springs* At the
dose of the season heput forth his pre-
tensims in form. He offered himself
any one ^ he Jolly of hCTjcourse of life;
but her ambition— bet love of conquest,
her pride of talent, her desire of win
pin^in
“ Indeed 1” said Louisa, “this is the
first time I ever heard you talk of such making the poor fe|iow of a shopkeeper
an article. ; Gan,'t you select one from tnrn his whole stock in trade, and
think of me; bnt I cannot remember at-
tentions he once paid me without a feel-
ing of regret.”
“ Why I now what’s the matter with
you? After refusing so many, are you
going to throw yourself away on a shop-
keeper? A descendant of one of the
most ancient families in Virginia to
marry a shopkeeper !”
“Alas 1 alas I Louisa, what is descent?
what is fashion? what is all the life I
have led? Bo you see that little white
house with green Venetian blinds across
the street? I was one evening in that
house, and satf enough to satisfy mr
thatf have been pursuing pleasure, not
happiness. Oh, if I only could feel as
ti>at young wife does 1 ,. , ,
“You laugh. I am sure j. do not
think of Mr. OoAlingwood; but there
was a time when his soft, quiet, affec-
tionate manner fifd touch one most sensi-
tively.’”
“Have you got the gloves you
bought?” asked Louisa. * ^
Mary Ann looked. She had forgot-
ten them on the counter ox lost them.
“We must return, then,” said Louisa.
“ Never,” ram, Mary Ann. “ I never,
darn look at him. I am sure he de-
spises me. Oh, if he only kn<5w wiiat
I feel— what pangs pass through this
heart— I’m sure he would not”
“Come, come,” said Louisa; “we
must return and get the gloves.”
“Never.” ,
“ Oh 1 the jaconet or a husband, most
assuredly. You remember your reso-
lution when we set out?”
Mary Ann smiled, while her eye glist-
ened with a tear. They returned home,
however, and sent Cato, the colored
servant, for the articles they had for-
gotten.
After this adventnre it was observed
that a visible change came over the man-
ners and spirits of Mary Ann. Her gay,
brilliant sallies of wit and ridicule were
rewarding bis pains by the purchase of
a sixpenny worth of tape. They had
proceeded for an hour in this lounging,
lazy style, when Louisa said: “Oh!
Mary Aim, here is ah ola oeau of yours
in that store with the red gingham flap-
ping at the door like a pirate’s flag ;
come, let ns go and plague him for
‘ auld long syne,’ as Mrs. McDonald, the
Scotch lady of Norfolk, says.”
“Certainly,” said Mary Ann, “but
which of my old admirers is it ?”
“Have you got your list in jour
pocket?”
“Not at all; I have left it at my
grandmother’s at Richmond. What a
pity i"
The two wild creatures, bounding like
a couple of fawns over the forest glade,
for they were reckless of the public
opinion among the old dowagers and
staid maidens of Williamsburg, entered
the store and asked for a sight of gloves,
muslins and ribbons. Mary Ann did
not seem to pay much attention to the
fine articles shown her. She ever and
anon oast her eyes by stealth round and
round the store, endeavoring to discover
if she recognized any of the faces as that
of an old acquaintance. She could see
nothing to repay the effort. Not a face
had she ever seen before. She sum-
moned up to her recollection all her
former admirers. They passed through
her mind like the ghosts in “ Macbeth;”
for, notwithstanding her rejection of so
many lovers, she ever retained a certain
portion of regard for every poor fellow
who had fallen a victim to her whim,
beauty, witchery and caprice.
“This is an Arabian desert,” said
Mary Ann, sighing, to Louisa, as she
split a pair of kid gloves in endeavoring
to get them on.
“Oh 1 no,” said a gay young shop-
man; “indeed, miss, they are the best
French kid.”
“ Fray,” said Louisa, in a low tone,
“don’t you see anything in the back
room of the store ?”
In a remote corner of the store there
stood at the desk a plainly-dressed gen-
tleman, leaning over the corner of a
wooden railing, with his eyes firmly fixed
upon the two ladies now so actively en-
gaged in toesing oyer the counter all
sorts of merchandise hud light French
goods.
“ As I live,” said Mary Ann, “ there
is my old Bine Ridge beau. Oh! how
wet I was,” whispered she, “drenched
with a summer shower, when first I was
thrown into his iodjtyJ I believe the
poor fellow loved memneerely. Come,
let me spend upon him &t least $10 in
jaconet; he spent $100 upon me in balls,
dancing, colds, cough-drops and drives,
and got nothing for his pains but a neat
billet-doux declining his poor heart and
soft hand. Poor fellow !”
With this sally the ladies bought sev-
eral articles, scarcely oaring whether
they suited them or not When they
left the store Mary Ann fell into a reve-
rie, was quite silent, whioh for her was
unusual and sing alar. Louisa’s spirits,
on the contrary, gathered life and energy
as those of her companion sank away.
She talked, she laughed, she ridiculed
her beaus, she rallied Mary Ann, and,
looking into her for once melancholy
face, said, “ So, my love, you are caught
at last.” rr
Caught,” said Mary Ann: “ indeed
you are much mistaken. I do not
think— that is to say, I fancy I should
not like to marry my Blue Ridge beau.
Oh 1 Louisa,” said she latter a pause,
with & tear in her eye, “ what a foolish
creature I have been. Mr. Colliugwood,
for that is his name, I am sure, does not
head sank upon his breast. She oould
not speak, but her heart was like to
burst.
“Will I— dare I expect to be yet
happy?” Their warm cheeks met; their
lips realized it in one long, long, long
respiration. They tore away from each
other without another word— everything
was perfectly understood between them.
At this moment Mrs. Jamieson, the
good lady of the mansion, approached
and insisted that Mary Ann should not
go so early. “It is really shameful,
my dear,” said she, “ to think of leaving
us at this hour. When I go to Rich-
mond, do I leave you. thus abruptly?
Why, Mr. Collingwood, can’t you pre-
vail upon her to stay a little longer?”
He shook his bead. “ All my rhetoric
has been exhausted/’ said he, “and it
has proved unavailing.”
Mary Ann looked at him very archly.
“ Well, now,” continued the lady, “ I
insist upon your staying;” and she
forthwith proceeded to take off her bon-
net, untie her cloak, and sent the servant
with them into the side apartment.
Mary Ann was unresisting. She was
again led into the room. Collingwood
danced with her all the evening. He
escorted her home in the beautiful moon-
light, and every now and then he pressed
the cloak around her, wi h which she
appeared not by any means to find fault
In about a month, Mary Ann became
Mrs. Collingwood ; and immediately, as
the parson had finished this great busi-
ness of the evening, Louisa, who was
one of her maids, whispered in her ear,
“Two yards of jaconet, or a husband.”
She smiled, and passed her arm around
Louisa V waist “ Both, my love— both,
my love. Jaconet and a husband— a
husband and jeMm'it,”— Atlantic Cluh
Book, 1834.
of spirits.
Louisa rallied her on the shopping ex-
cursion she replied, “ Indeed, Louisa, I
do not think I could marry Mr. Colling-
wood ; besides, he has forgotten every
feeling he may have entertained toward
me.” In a few days after this event a
party was given one evening at a neigh
boring house. The family in which
Mary Ann resided were all invited. The
moment qt reunion approached, and
Mary Ann, dressed with great elegance
bnt far less splendor than nsnal, found
herself at the head of a cotillion, sur-
rounded by several young gentlemen,
students of William and Mary, profes-
sors, planters and merchants. They
were pressing forward in every direction,
talking and catching a word or a look
from so celebrated a belle. Mary Ann,
however, did not appear to enjoy the
group that surrounded her.
She was shooting her dark-blue eyes
easily and negligently towards the en-
trance, as every new face came forward,
to see all the party. The music struck
up, and, rallying her attention, she im-
mediately stepped off on a dos a-dos
with that elegance and grace for which
she was so particularly remarkable. At
the close, as she stood up beside her
partner, throwing a beautiful auburn
ringlet back upon her white, round
neck, her eye caught with sudden emo-
tion a quiet, genteel-looking person at
the other end of the room. It was Mr.
Collingwood. She immediately dropped
her eyes to the floor and looked very
narrowly at her left foot as she moved it
on the toe backwards and forwards, as it
were, for want of thought or to divert
her thoughts. In a few seconds she
looked up in the same direction. Mr.
Collingwood still stood in the same po-
sition, watching every motion she made
and every look she cast around her. She
blushed, felt embarrassed, and went al-
together wrong in the cotillion.
“ What in the world are you thinking
of?” asked Louisa.
“I scarcely know myself,” said Mary
Ann.
In a few seconds the cotillion was'
brought to a close and Mary Ann’s part-
ner escorted her to a seat Mr. Col-
lin gwood approached through the crowd
and stood before her.
“ How is Mi?s - ?” asked Mr. Col-
lingwood with suppressed emotion.
Mary Ann muttered out a few words
in reply. She dropped her glove. Mr.
Collingwood picked it up.
“ This is not the first time you have
lost a glove,” said he, with a smile.
She received it and cast a look upon
him of unconceivable sweetness.
“ Do you dance again, Miss - ?”
“ I believe not ; I am going heme.”
“Going home?” said he; “why the
amusements are scarcely begun.”
“ They are ended with me,” said she,
“for the night I wish my servant
would fetch my cloak and bonnet”
“Oh, you can’t be going home al-
ready.”
“ Indeed I am,” said she.
“Well,” said he, with a smile, “I
know your positive temper of old. A1
low me to get your cloak for you?”
“Certainly.’1
Mr. Colling wood left the room. Louisa
and several other female friends gath-
ered round her, persnading her on all
sides not to leave the party ere it was
begun. ' She would not remain. Mr,
Collingwood appeared at the door. In
the hall, for it was the fashion then and
there to do so, Mr. Collingwood took her
bonnet and put it on.
“Allow me,” said he, “to tie the
strings ?” She nodded assent, and whi le
tying the ribbons under her chin he
could not help touching her soft cheek.
He was in ecstasy— she was quiet and
resigned. He took the cloak— he un-
folded it— he stood in front of her— their
eyes met—both blushed— he pulled the
cloak around her shoulders— he folded
it around and around her bosom. He
trembled like a leaf; she trembled also.
He pressed her warmly • to his heart,
whispering in her ear, “ Oh/ Mary Ann
if I may hope— yet indulge a hope?
The Inhabitants of Mars’ little Moons.
Probably the most convenient assump-
tion we can make is that there may be
creatures in general respect like our-
selves on those moons of Mars, but that,
owing to the extreme rarity of the at-
mosphere, their vital energy is so far
reduced that they are not more active
than we are, despite the feeble action of
gravity in their world. The air must be
exceedingly rare, most certainly, even if
the quantity is proportioned to the
volumes of these moons. On this as-
sumption the quantity of air is less than
the quantity of terrestrial as 1 is less
than 400 times 400 times 400— that is, it
amounts only to 1-64,000,000 part of the
terrestrial air.
Being spread over a surface which is
bnt 1-160,000 of the earth’s, it follows
that the quantity of air above each
square mile of surface is 1-400 part only
of the quantity over each square mile of
our eartn’s surface. This would be little
enough in all conscience; bnt this is not
all. For the action of gravity being,
according to onr assumption, only 1-600
of terrestrial gravity, it follows that the
atmospheric pressure, and, therefore,
density, is further reduced in this de-
gree, giving fiqflUy a density of equal
only to 1-240,000 of the density of our
own air.
Now, at the height of seven miles,
where the atmospheric pressure is re-
duced to one-fourth that at the sea level,
men of ordinary constitutions would
perish in a few minutes, if not instantly.
In Coxwell’s ascent to nearly that height,
Glaisher fainted, and Coxwell only just
had strength enough left to draw the
valve 8 ring with his teeth (his hands be-
ing already powerless). Yet at the
height of seven miles the density of the
air is 80,000 times greater than that
which, according to our very reasonable
assumption, prevails at the surface of
the Martian moons.
We can very well believe, then, that
in whatever way the inhabitants of these
moons may be adapted, corporeally and
constitutionally, for existence in their
small homes, the rarity of the air there
must tend to reduce their vital energy.
So that we may well imagine that, in-
stead of being able to leap to a height
of half a mile or over a distance of two
or three miles, they are not more active
than we are on earth with 600 times
greater weight, but far more effective
respiration. We might, perhaps, go
even farther than this, and assume that,
in order to give the inhabitants of these
moons locomotive powers proportioned
in the same way to their own dimensions
as ours are, they must be supposed very
much smaller than we are.
We might imagine them in an atmos-
phere so exceedingly attenuated that
creatures which oould have vitality
enough to move freely about must be no
larger than flies or ants, and must have
also some such provision as insects have
for more effective inspiration. In this
way we might find in the Martian moons
a miniature of onr own earth, not only
in the proportions of these worlds them
selves, but also in those of the creatures
living upon them. But it would not be
very interesting to consider mere minia-
tures of our earth, such as the moons of
Mars would thus oome to be regarded.
Indeed, in that case, little more could
be said than that all the relations pre
sented by this earth were or might be
represented in the Martian moons, but
on a greatly reduced scale.— /Vo/.
Proctor, in Belgravia.
GOING AFTER THE COW J.
“ Jennie ! Jennie l Jennie !
Where in the world can Jennie be?
She croescd the meadow an hoar ago—
What alia the girl that the linger* so
The inn goes down In the crimson weet,
The tired day prepare* for real,
And the laggard momenta slowly pais,
Bnt bring no newi of the truant laaa.
“ What alia the girl ?M The sober oowe,
Stopping along the lane to browse,
May look in rain from aide to side,
And wait for the voice of their pretty guide.
For far behind, by ihe pasture gate,
Jennie and Jamie forget ’tla late— ,
Forget the oowe, and the milking hoar,
And everything dee save Love’s sweet power.
The lengthening shadows unheeded fall,
The whip-poor-yrill with his plaintive call,
The gathering dews, and the darkening sky—
All warn In vain aw ihe minutes fly.
Twice and thrice does mother go
To the farm-house door as she hears the low
Of the cows aa they trample up the lane,
And the ring of the cow-belle clear and plain.
But presently come the laggard feet
Of J ennle and Jamie. Oh I shyly sweet
Are the girl’s blue eyes aeshe stands before
The mother who meets her at the door.
“ Where did you gor my child?” “I?-oh,
Oily after the oows, you know.”
Then whispered Jamie, 4* iVhatever yon do,
Don’t tell her that— I went after you.’-
PITH AND POINT.
Andrew Johnson’s Monument.
The monument to ex-President An-
drew Johnson, lately unveiled at Green-
ville, Tenn., bears the following in-
scription :
ANDREW JOHNSON.
Seventeenth President U. 8. A.
Born, Dfo*mt>er 20. 1808.
Died, July 31, 1875.
“Jfia faith fn the people never wavered"
ELIZA JOHNSON. . ‘
Born, October 4, 1810. Died, January 15, 1876.
“ In memory of our Father and Mother.”
The monument was erected by three
surviving children— Mrs. Patterson, Mrs.
Stover and Andrew Johnfion, Jr.— at the
For a moment they were Lift alone, her cost of between $7,000 and $8,000.
A sib- single— The bachelor.
An oated animal — The horse.
The painter’s overcoat— Varnish.
A SEL-FI8H man— The fish-peddler.
High-toned people — Straw-hawkers.
Any young man is made better by a
sister’s love. The love of another fel-
low’s sister may do.
What is the difference between a hun-
gry man and a glutton ? One longs to
eat, the other eats too long.
In reply to the question, “ Will the
coming man be bald ?” the Norristown
Herald affirms that “he generally is
when he first comes. ”
A Sunday-school child, being asked
why God made the flowers of the field,
replied, “ Please ma’am, I suppose for
patterns for artificial flowers.”
“ What is the meaning of a back-
biter?” asked a gentleman at a Sunday-
school examination. This was a puzzler.
It went down the class until it came to a
simple urchin, who said: “ Perhaps it is
a flea.”
When two boys of a family have gone
in swimming agate st their mother’s ex-
press oommands, the satisfaction of see-
ing the other fellow waled usually oper-
ates so as to soothe the pains of the one
that got it first.
A teacher, after reading to her
scholars the 'story of a generous child,
asked them what generosity was. One
little fellow raised his hand, and said:
“I know. It’s giving to others what
you don’t want yourself.”
“ What is the annual crop of Ken-
tucky?” asked a foreign tourist of a
Kenteokian. “I can’t exactly say,” re-
plied the Kentuckian, “ but it is enough
to make all the whisky I want, besides
what is wasted for bread.”
“ I’m ashamed of the age in whioh we
live 1” said a Lowell maiden of about
38. “ You may be ashamed of yours,
but I’m not of mine,” replied a 19-year-
old companion. And it wasn’t much of
a nose that went up, either.
“A vacuum would be the best place
for a fellow to fall into, wouldn’t it Bill ?
for then, you know, he wouldn’t fall
against anything.” “Yes, he would,
though,” stoutly answered Bill; “he
would fall against his inclination.”
Two wealthy wood-carvers in Massa-
chusetts have founded a home for des-
titute members of the craft. Why don’t
some of our wealthy poets feund a home
for destitute poets ? This could be done
by roofing in one or two continents. —
Danbury News.
A little girl of 4 or 5 years asked her
mother, one day, if she had not seen
Ool. Porter. “ No, my child,” was the
reply, “ he died before you were born.”
“Well, but, mamma,” she insisted, “if
he went up before I came down, we must
have met.”
As they were about to quaff, one of
the party suddenly called out to another:
“ Hello, Dougherty 1 You drinking
whisky? Sure, it was only yesterday
ye towld me ye was a taytotier.”
“Well,” said Mr. Dougherty, evidently
somewhat disconcerted, “ye’re right.
Misther Dalv. It’s quite right ye i
I am a taytotier, it’s true; but I— I—!
not a bigoted wan !”
“What man has done man can do,”
reads nice and is full of encouragement;
bnt there are some things that no man
ever could or will do. No man that
ever lived— and we use the word in its
scriptural sense — could go to church
and sit through a tedious sermon with
unflagging attention if there happened
to be a restless boy in the next pew for-
ward, with a cold in his head and a
chronic snuffle. — Cincinnati Breakfast
Table.
“Leander,” said Mrs. Spilkins, the
other morning, aa the former was pre-
paring to leave the house, “ when com-
mending my good qualities, why are you
like a wool-grower?” “Something
about sheep in it, ain’t there ?” queried
Spilkins. “Just like you 1” she replied.
“ The answer is : Because you are a she-
praiser.” “ Knew it all the time,” chuck-
led Leander, as he slammed the door
and whistled for a passing street-car.
TWA8 ev’nluK— he wa* standing by a pond,
He waa list’uing to Batrachian’a oaronaera ;
Opal-ehaded waa the firmament bevond,
Rather lighter Ui« complexion of hla troosen .
Perch-ed quiet on the margin waa a boy,
Be waa playing with a specimen of granite,
Cogitating of the quantity of joy
It would give him for to spin It— no be span it.
There were diver* coruscations of the water,
Wilh a sort of eryaip’laa on the tronaers,
And an urchin iklpping for another quarter—
And the ouasea— oh ! the cuasea I they were rout-ra. ,
— Y anker e Gazette.
American agricultural implements at
the Paris Exposition are pronounoed by
the French journals unrivaled in Eu-
rope.
are.
-I’m
“ONCE MORE TO THE BREACH.”
Remarkable Pei formance of “Henry V.”
A Colorado correspondent writes as
follows to the Washington Star:
There has to*mght occurred in Colo-
rado Springs, Col. , a memorable scene
in theater performances. Mr. George
Rignold has been advertised for a week
past to appear at Colorado Springs in
^ the play of “Henry V.” To-night, a
m picture of disgust and horror, he sat on
ids kingty throne representing the
princely character of “Harry, Bang
Henry V.” The stage on which he was
to stride with majestic step was 16 by
20 feet; the hall he was to fill with the
words of Shakspeare could contain at
its utmost 400 people. At the first in
terval in his speech, the words “My
God 1” which he uttered, were not in the
play; but they very fully expressed the
agony with which he contemplated the
performance of a grand farce. It was a
relief when the first act, cut down as it
was never mutilated before, closed. He
had an opportunity for rest and recovery
in the sublime performance of the or-
chestra, consisting of one fiddle and
nothing more. Shakspeare, happy in
all things, fortunately put “ Rumor ” in
the act of Henry V., and through “ Ru-
mor,” who, by the way, performed her
difficult part as perfectly as if before a
large, appreciative audience, gave us
some idea of the transposition of the
character. The play, advertised to begin
at 8 o’clock, was delayed, by the neces-
sity of each actor gliding into the dress-
ing-room separately, that space might
be bad for the arrangement of his
or her . toilet, until 9 o’clock, and
was then necessarily cut down
as much as human ingenuity could
accomplish. In the second appearance
of Rignold the audience, himself, hio
company, and even, I verily believe, his
gallant horse, “Crispin,” waiting on the
street for the time of, and room for its
entrance, saw how perfectly out of place
Shakspeare was in this closet, broke into
a general laugh, laughed Rignold out of
his disgust into a laugh, laughed his
company into a laugh, and the audience
laughed itself into an uproar of laugh-
ter. When Rignold, in one of the sub-
lime speeches of Shakspeare, broke out
and said: “Gentlemen, this is too
ridiculous; you cannot expect the utter-
ance of the words of Shakspeare on such
a stage, and before such a bouse,” there
was a burst of applause, long continued,
while the frame of Rignold shook with
laughter. Oh ! it was ridiculous, it was
painful, it was disgusting ! And when,
about making the second charge in bat-
tle, he, forgetting the ceiling was ex-
tremely low, attempted to raise his flag,
and found he could not place the pole
upright, he looked with a laugh at the
audience, at the ceiling, and forcing his
countenance suitable to making the
moving harangue to the desperate troops
—pshaw ! it was ridiculous.
Let me mention his entry into Lon-
don, and I will close a letter that does% not give the one-tenth of the most re-
markable performance of Rigfiold’s ex-
perience. Two men were enough to
crowd the stage, and give the appear-
ance of the inhabitants rushing out by
the thousands to welcome back their
victorious King. He came in on his
horse, was able to make a few steps,
and by judicious management contrived
to turn the horse for his egress without
sweeping all the inhabitants into the
gutter.
A Dog’s Suicide.
One of the most remarkable incidents
going to show the affection of dumb
animals for those who care for them oc-
curred in this city a few days since. Our
readers will remember the drowning last
Sunday of the little 6-year-old boy,
Danny. The child had a little dog who
was his constant companion and play-
mate. When the accident occurred
which resulted in the drowning of the
boy the dog was with him, and by his
strange conduct and uneasiness he at-
tracted the attention of those present.
While the boy was lying in the bottom
of the stream the dog would run to the
child’s mother and then toward the place
where the boy was supposed to be, and
finally plunged in and swam around or
over the spot where his little master
lay. After the body had been placed in
the coffin the dog manifested a strong
desire to see the child, and when the lid
of the coffin was raised he licked the
dead face and seemed to feel intense
gnef. In a short time the dog went
out to the railroad track and laid down
upon the road as it had done many times
before ; but upon the approach of the
train he laid himself upon the rail and
deliberately permitted the train to pass
over his body— being killed. The whole
actions of the dog were such as to con-
vince one that it was governed by rea-
soning powers, and is another illustra-
tion of the remarkable love or attach-
ment that some animals have for their
masters. The mother, at the time of
the drowning, supposed the child was
at home, and therefore neglected to
obey the hi»t given by the •dog that
might have saved the boy’s life.—
coin (Neb.) Journal.
Italian Ladies.
The ladies of both Rome and; Naples
dress with ekqtoite taste, in plain col-
ors, in full European and Amainn-An cos-
tume. In the matter of bonnets, those
of Naples, in the opinion of my lady
companions, excel in richnesa and ele-
A ---  r w 4 a * IJ V' O A
the display of ladies’ toilets, , as ^ ell as
in the tnrnont of fine equipages. But
little female beauty is, however, seen
either at Naples or Rome, except in
very young girls and children. There
is no donbt that the Italian ladies lose
the bloom
very earl
young lb ____ ___ ________
the country in their pictnreeqne cos-
tumes are, many of them, quite hand-
some, bat their mothers, by whom they
are usually accompanied, look old
enough to be their grandmothers. This
comes probably from the life of exposure
which they live, working in the field,
and it wonld almost seem that the
greater portion of this work is performed
by wom%— Cor. Baltimore American.
That Fatal Sixty. ’
A paragraph is “running through
the newspapers,” as the saying is, to
the effect that “ The Emperor of Rus-
sia, having completed his 60th year, is
bound to become mad, as his predeces-
sors on the throne have done so at that
age.” This declaration, not “founded
on facts,” may be worthy of contradic-
tion, because, a short time lienee, per-
sons who read it, and belong to the nu-
merous class who think that whatever
appears in print mutt be true, will give
full credence to this.
The present Czar, who completed his
60th year on the 29th of last April, is the
only Russian sovereign, during over
two centuries and a hall, who attained
the age said to be so fatal to his race.
The Czar Michael, the first Romanoff
who ruled in Russia, his reign begin-
ning in 1613, died at the age 49 ;
Alexis, his son and successor, at 48 ;
Feodor, at 26 ; Ivan, at 33 ; Peter the
Great, at 53; Catherine I., his widow
and successor, bom of humble parents
in Livonia, at 45; Peter II. , at 15;
Anne, at 47 ; Ivan, at 24 ; Elizabeth, at
52 ; Peter III., at 84 ; Catherine II., at
67 ; Paul, at 47; Alexander I., at 48;
and Nicholas, before he was 59. Here,
of sixteen Russian sovereigns, from
1613 to 1878, . only one, the present
Czar, may be said to have reached the
newspaper-fated ago of 60. Catherine
of Russia, who lived seven years longer,
was a German, without one drop of Rus-
sian blood in her veins. Seeing that,
in over 250 years of a reigning family,
to whom the 60th year was to prove
fatal, only one reached that age, it is
clear that the popular belief was alto-
gether wtow.— Philadelphia Press.
Graves of the Poets.
The departure of Bryant suggests a
brief reference to the resting places of
poetic genius. Joel Barlow, the author
of the first American epic, died in Eu-
rope and was buried there. Mrs. Sig-
ourney was buried in Hartford, of which
city she v as a lifelong ornament. Jo-
seph Rodman Drake was buried a few
miles out of this city in a private plot
on the margin of Long Island sound.
Halleok found an honored grave in
Groton, Conn., the place of his nativity.
When disabled by age from his duties as
Aster’s clerk, he returned thither, and
there passed his last days. Robert O.
Sands, once a New York poet of some
note, is buried in St Paul’s churchyard.
He was one of Bryant’s e<litorial rivals
— being in his day leading man on the
Commercial Advertiser. Taming to
British authorship, it may be added that
Wordsworth found a grave at Rydal
Mount, near which he passed his hap-
piest days. Southey is buried at Kes-
wick, where the best part of his life was
spent in arduous literary labor. Shel-
ley and Keats give distinction to the
Protestant cemetery at Rome, while
Soott rests at Dry burgh abbev, and
Byron at the little parish church near
Newstead abbey.— ATew; York Cor. Troy
Times.
Conundrums.
Why is dancing like milk? Because
it strengthens the calves.
Why is an Englishman like a bee ?
Because he is ruled by a Queen.
What is the best way to curb a wild
young man ? To bridal him.
What kind of a ship has two mates
and no Captain ? Court ship.
Why is a discontented man like a
watch-dog I Because he is a growler.
What is it that by losing an eye has
nothing left but a nose ? A noise.
What is that whioh makes everything
visible, but is itself unseen? Light
Why is a letter like a flock of sheep ?
Because it is penned and folded
What class pf women are most apt to
give tone to society ? The belles.
At what time is a cigar like an old
maid? When there is no match for it
What is the best government? That
which teaches us to govern ourselves.
Why is a newly-born baby like a gale of
wind? Because it begins with a squall.
An Old Joke Become a Reality.
First scientific party, of the name of
Richard A. Proctor, with his telescope—
There is a steeple five miles off ; I can
see a fly walking on it.
Second scientific gentleman, called
Prof. Hughes, with his microphone—
I can’t see hiin, but I can hear him walk.
Third scientific person, named Edison,
with his carbon thermopile— I cah meas-
ure the amount of heat produced by the
friction of his movement. And (pro-
ducing a phonograph from hid pocket),
by attaching this machine to your mi-
crophone, lean preaerve and reproduce
the noise of his walking so that people
ca^ hear him walk ^  a thousand j years
'‘ U HONOB TaAMXICfCAJTMXNTrPACnjRKRS.
—His Majesty Oscar 1L, Ki
wav and Sweden, has sent to
Gold Medal in re^tion^Tthe’su
--- ape-
nonty of their cabinet organs. The
medal is surmounted by a crown and
bears on one side the inscription j“ Lit-
teris et Artibus,” and on ihe : other
around the bust df the Kmg, “OscwIL.
Sveo. Norv. Goth. Vand. Rex.”] This
honor will be the more valued by the
Company from the fact that His Majesty
Oscar IL is known to be a musical con-
noisseur of highest attainments.
The Navajo Indians have j about
300,000 head of sheep, whioh are graz-
ing in the eastern pprtipQ pf Jfevapai
oourty, Arizona, Their, revenue from
Wool this year will be no small item.
Eastern purchasers are in the Navajo
country negotiating for the purchase of
POPULAR SCIENCE.
Next year the 1,800th anniversary of
the destruction of Pompeii and Hercu-
laneum is to be celebrated at Pompeii.
In Parii, year by year, there is a nnii-
form increase in the prevalence pf dfoh!-
Iberia, dde, it is alleged, In great mea-
sure to a neglect to isolate cases of this
disease.
Dk Muirhead has at Jength succeed fid
in applying the duplex system to sub-
marine telegraphic cables, notwithstand-
ing the pbvions difficulty of the task. He
has doubled the sending power of a
cable, at a cost far below what the cost of
a new cable would involye.
Dr. Cassells, a distinguished aural
surgeon of Glasgow, Scotland, lately read
a paper describing numerous oases of ear
disease traceable to sower gas, whioh had
poisoned the air of houses in which the
patients residedT Ho believes this sort
of poison to be a very frequent cause of
deafness.
Speaking of the uses of pain, the
Lancet observes that generally it may be
set down as an axiom that the chief and
most obvious service of pain to humanity
is as a deterrent and warning sensation
to ward off danger. Pain, however, has
a secondary and educational value as re-
gards the mind and temper, and some
sorts of pain may be tpecially designed
for this purpose. In this view, also,
pain has a practical interest, because the
development of mind is a process gov-
erned by natural laws of whioh science
is perfectly competent to take heed.
There is a process of hatching shad
eggs by -machinery, in operation at
Havre de Grace, Md., where over eight
million shad were hatched last year. The
egga to be hatched are placed in sheet-
iron cylinders, with wire-netting bottoms,
and half submerged in the river. The
cylinders are suspended from the shait
arms of levers, and given a slow up and
down movement by means of shaftings
carrying eccentrics acting on the long
arms of the levers ; the whole is set in
motion by a ten-horse power steam en-
gine. The engine and other machinery are
carried by a large scow anchored in the
stream. The fish so hatched urc ve hardy,
and bear transportation well, even as far
as California.
Port wine marks: Several surgeons,
says an English paper, have of late en-
deavored to remove this disfigurement
from the human face, obliterating the
mark without a scar. In these cases the
mark was confined to the right half of
the face, and the treatment oonsjated
of scarification, by means of parallel in-
cision, the entire thickness of the s^in,
made by a frozen scalpel, the skin being
also frozen by the ether spray. The cuts
were one-sixteenth of an inch apart, and,
as soon as these were healed, a second
set of parallel incisions were made, ob-
liquely to the direction of the first set,
and so on with a series of operations
until complete. Perfect success was the
result, as the port-wine mark gradually
faded away, and was finally obliterated
without leaving a soar. Instruments
have since been prepared having sixteen
parallel blades, whioh make the opera-
tion very simple te execute.
A new English idea is a bullet-proof
thus described: The shield is of bullet-
proof steel, swinging on the axletree of
tvVo light wheels, and containing four
loop-holes. Its entire weight is about
150 pounds. Two front-rank men, lay-
ing their hands npon the axletree, push
it before them, their rifles being placed
in a rack in the shield. Then two rear-
rank men follow closely, rifle in hand,
being protected, as well as the front-rank
men, from direct fire. When the “ com-
mence tiring ” is sounded,, the two front-
rank men take their rifles from the rack,
through the upper loop-holes, and the
whole two files being in the position of
double-rank firing with “front-rank
kneeling.”
Since the beginning of the year the
value of domestic exports from New
York alone have been $152,185,266.
This is $34,000,000 more than the same
period last year, and $103,000,000 more
than the same period in 1876.
Db. Graves’ HEART REGULATOR
is for tbe cure qf Palpitation, Eplirgement and
SpaeniB of the Heart, Trembling all over and
about the Heart, and aU tendency to Gasifica-
tion of the Heart; also, Rheumatism and De-
bility of the Heart, and General Debility and
Rinking of the System. Also, for Nervous,
Sleepless and Restless Patients, and for all
complaints arising frem Heart Disease, either
organic or sympathetic. Dy* Graves’ HEART
REGULATOR ia recommended for only the
ctne of Heart Disease, and it does its work.
Send your name to F. E. Ingalls, Concord, N.
H., for a paoiphlet containing a list of testimo-
nials of cores, etc.
For sale by druggists at 50 cents and fl per
WibHOpr’s Tonic is not a panacea— is
not a core for everything, but is a catholicon
for malarious diseases, and day by day adds
fresh laurels to its crown of glorious success.
Engorged Livers and Spleens, along the shady
banks of onr lakes and rivers, are restored to
their healthy and nounal secretions. Health
and vigor follow its tue, and Chills have taken
their departure from ovsry household’ where
Wilhoft's Anti-Periodic is kept and taken.
Don't fail to try it. Whxelock, Finlay A Co.,
Proprietors, New Orleans.
Fob salx by all Dbuooists.
CHEW
' The Celebrated
“Matchless”
Wood fig Plug
Tobacco. 1
Tn Pioneer Tobacco Company.
New York, Boston, and Chicago.
Ihfb is full of disappointments. We
recently offered to cure a bad case of Rheuma-
tism for a year’s bubscription in advance, but
just as wi were on the point of lifting the
shekels a ermpathiaing friend suggested Jo/m-
son’s Anodyne Liniment, and the money a'~d
the patient vanished instanter.
«££SLfeii»»in
“Don’t Foboet It.’
Per ectlon In Cookery.
The nearest approach to perfection w articles
designed for kitchen use if that of Dooley's
Yeast Powder, With very little experience the
housewife or cook is always :snre of del'ciona
biscuits, rolls, bread, cake, etc., every time.
Don’t Fobgbt I*— That yon ought to
read the advertisement so headed in another
cohunn oi thUpapar. ^  ^ r
P ARSoktj w ryath*. ^PKlfs nake new
rich* Mood, and mil completely change the
blood in the entire system in three mouths.
Auy person who will t»ke one pill a night from
one to twelve weeks may be restored te sound
health, if such a thing is posMibip.
Fob upwards of 80 years Mrs. WINSLOW’S
SOOTHING SYRUP has been used for children
with never-failing success. It corrects acidity
of the stomach, relieves wind oolio, regulates
the bowels, cores dysentery and diarrhea,
whether srising from teething or other causes.
An old andjvell- tried remedy. 25 ote. a bottle.
Handy to Have in the House —
There is nothing like Grace's Salve for the
immediate leliuf and speedy cure of Burns,
Scalds, Flesh Wounds, Cuts,1 Felons, Balt
Rheum, Ulcers, Erytipelas, old Sores, Ac. 25
cents a box. Bold by druggists generally.
Bubnett’s Ooooaine if the best and
cheapest Hsir Dressing in iho world, it kills
dandruff, allays irritation, and promotes a vig-
orous growth of the Hair. _
After you have read all of the impor-
tant news in thi^ piper read tno advertise-
ments, &nd the “Don’t Foboet It ” advertise-
ment in particular.
The (Irentrst IMHCovrry of the Are is Dr.
Tobias* celebrated Venetian Liniment * 8t* years before
the public, and warranted to cure Diarrhea, Dysentery.
Cello anu Spasms, taken internally: aad Croup, Chronic
Rheumatism, Sore Throats, Cuts, Bruises, Old Sores,
and Pains in the Limbs, Rack and Chest, externally.
It has never failed. No family will ever be without It
after once giving it s fair trl^l. Trice, 40 cents. DR.
TOBIAS’ VENETIAN HORSE LINIMENT, in Plfrt
Bottles, at .One Dollar, is wiarmstad superior to adiy
other, or NO PAY. for the cure of Colic, Cuts, BruMs,
Old Sores, etc. Sold by all Druggists, Depot— 10 Park
Place. N«r Vork.
At this season of the year the human system Is Hable
to become disordered from the insufficient efforts of the
liver to discharge the excess of btla. If nature is not
assisted in her efforts, severe bilious attacks or prostrat-
ing fevers necessarily follow, causing great suffering and
even death. A little timely precaution, however, wll]
prevent all this, and may be found in that favorite house-
hold remedy HUUIONB* LIVER KEG U LA TOIL
SDLW0N8’ LIVER REGULATOR has been
tn use for half a century, and there Is not one single In-
stance on record where It has failed to effect a cure when
taken in time according to the directions. It is, without
doubt, tbs greatest LIVER MEDICINE in the
world ; is perfectly harmless, being carefully compound-
ed from rare roots and herbs, containing no mercury or
any injurious mineral substance. It takas the place of
quinine and calomel, and has superseded these medi-
dues in places where they have heretofore been exten-
sively used. Procure a bottle at onoe from your druggist
usag 'ou wm u
CAUTION.
As there are a number of imitations
offered to the public, wo would caution
unbroken. Nona
----- wrapper, wi
-tamp and Signataie
other is genome.
ORIGINAL AND G-TCNTJTNlfl
XANUTACTUBID ONLY BY
J. H. ZEILIN A CO.,
PHILADELPHIA. PA. 1 .
Price, $1.00. Sold by til Druggists.
Warranted a PERFECT CDRK (or
wonl
Icnor-
cum.
___ _______ , ----- , — T _ anil
all dUeanr+ol tre Skin and Blood.
H. D. FOWL .......
Montreal _____ __________
Hold everywhere. 9 1 .00 a BotUe.
Bend for Pamphlets.
LK G
real nml II
JO
oMon.
Sfint Frflft 800 Action and remarkable
OUllb X Hip results of the a«ir Compound Oxyien
run.. Addresi STARKEY A PALKN. PbUadelphlsr
books,
$7s:.uDAv4.tri%r,sf‘fciK Mrdress P. O. VICKERY, Augusta, Maine.
5O,0OOSSHSE
$10ei2ES4UiA;RIIIElTIEt
Illustrated Oil TPvDD ^ ‘ T"ail on
Catalogue A V/LLLllIf A? 1 VV application to
J. H. BUFFORD’S SONS, Manufacturing Publishers,
14 1 to 141 Franklin Btroet, Boston, Mass.
Established nearly fifty years. ' -
Dil dine's Self-Setting Animal Traps.
Paltnltd Dte. 10, 1873, and Augutt 26, 1871
This Trap takes the lead of all. other Traps now hi
use for catching Mice, Rata, Gophers, Rabbits, etc., etc.
Made of three sizes. The traps are self-setting— always
vance will send a Btmple Trap by maiiTpoatage paid.
Ageatn Wanted.— With one Trap an Agent can
start hi the business, as be caa sell bysamplc. Tim Traps
THERMALINE
, A Safe and Uelmb e hubslUute for Qltlulno
The only 25 cent
AGUE, REMEDY
iar tsciu wonijxj
CUREft
CHiLLS&FE-TR
A GBftTS WANTED,— A new, popular, lllustra-
M ted COMMENTARY ON THE NEW TES-
TAMBNT. In B oonvenlent (octavo) voluroos, by Bet.
Lyman Abbott, D. D. Send for Deacrlptlve Circular.
Sella at sight to Sunday school scholars, teachers, super-
intendenU, Bible students, clergymen, Ae., of ell d^
nomtasMona. A.8.BABBt»AOo.rPu>Maher«Jf«rTo<fc.
_ KWak in the Kabt and ('tJK.SK of Kt)MTa-,u.epe
(ioodspeed's Book, Bible A C'hwmo House, tnicug^
GUNS
>R* vn,\tii:. Nt.iwot..
ORCilSMEf
SIS. $20. $50. $100.
Inveeted Judiciously In Stocks (Options or PrlvUeMg).
is a sure nmd to rapid fortune. Full details ami Official
Stock Exchange Reports free. AddreL T. POTTKK
WIGHT A CO., Bankers, a Wall Street, New York.
A C* -The cholrn«t in the world— Importers*
creasing— Agents wanted evrrywhere-leet induce-
ments-don’t waste tlme-send lor Circular to
ROBT WELLS, 4 3 Vesey St. , N. Y., P. O. Bo* U87.
GRACE’S SALVE.
JrtF* KVILIE, Mich., Dec. 27, 1B77.-Jf«4»r*. Fimfm: I
sent) u iVl eta. fur two boxes of Grace's Salve. I have
had two and have need them on an ulcer on my foot, and
it ia aluioat well Keapoct fully yours, C. J. VAN N Ksa.
Price 2li cents a box at all druggists, or sent by mail
WELLSdRuVeD!
The TIFFIN Well Itorinir nnd Rock
Drlllinir Machine is the only Machine that
will succeed evervyvhfre. It makci the best
of wells in any soil or rock. One man and oat
horse can make frnrtr $9.1 to §50 H tiny.
Circulars and references sent free. No Paw
b nt KtGHT Swindi.r.' Address
LOOMIM A NYMAN. TIFFIN, OHIO.
ESiSI Tta
Ur de,. Aljhfit rirlm at Centennial Exposition fbr
On (Uning q uiluitt and sxrvffsMCi and lading cAar-
afltr of $weetr.iLig and flavoring.
tter mads.
The best tobacco
As our lino strip tradr-mark la clooste
•mltated on Inferior (roods, sse that JnrlunnU Bmt V
oo evsiy plug. Sold by aU dealer*. Hcml for sample
free, to 0. A. Jackson A Co.. Mfrt- Petcrsbuig, Va.
PLUMPHowTO UBISme.CfofAOOe.
The Author. Dr. Duncan, rolatas hit own experience.
The man or woman who Is "thin as a rail '* will find la
this little book abundant encouragement of becoming
as plump u a partridge."— C'Afcoyo Avtnlng Journal,
.3. ^ Wutr^'aaffAoo.
FOR SALE BY ALL BOOK-DEALERS.
THE ORIGINAL A ONLY BENUINf
“Vibrator” Thresher*,
WITH UnOVED
MOUNTED HORSE POWERS,
And Steam Threahar Engine*,
. . Hade only by
NICHOLS, SHEPARD & CO.,
BATTLE CREEK, MICH.
*°'k'
DRAIN Baiaen will net Snbmtt to the
If •nonrnms wseUite of Onle A the tnirrter work ilrni, hr
tbs other machines, wUes once posted mi the dltbreece.
THE ENTIRE Th renting Expenaee
I- (and olten 8 to » 1 imre ilmt mmimuui , mu lnius<l» bv
" the Kxtre Orals UAVKD by Utrse Unproved RtcUlnefc.
.. >n inch tlm»-WMll»g and gnis-WMllng compll-
ratlona Perfretly ad.ptr.l to all Kinds aed Oondlllona of-
Grain, Wet or Dry, Long or Hboi I, Headed or Bound.
 reee'ul Thmber !n Pin, Timothy, MHIe*. Clever, and
llko Betda. Requlrra no “ stuehSMBts " or '• rebuilding “
to chasge from Orale to Seeds.
Yeaums, far beyond any other aaXe er klod.
ele., our “Visoatob” TU rather Oulfi U are J mpuahW.
eud all MALAHIAL RlsAAEBfcW wf
M Frail ANJI-HT
After yoa have be«a eneoeed et
THREE DpLLARS
0QH.I»TTXeB7ST03Bt
Allhr'g AXTI-FAT
1 BOTANIO Ml
'
limiters’ (Kolmun.
Banding Against the Codling Moth, v
An inquiring friend at Poughkeepsie is
informed that the eggs of the codling
moth, (Carpocapea ponionella) are deposit-
ed in the blossom end of the fruit soon
after it has formed. These hatch In about
a week— sometimes earlier, sometimes
later— end the lame immediately bore into
the fruit, and are about four weeks or
thirty days attaining maturity. They
then leave the apple, find a convenient
hiding place, and enter the chrysalis state,
coming out as moths in from two to four
weeks. Bands of paper or of rag placed
aronnd the tree may be used successfully
to entrap the worms. Th*y ensnare Uie
larva as these issue from the fruit to seek
some sheltered place wherein to spin up
and transform. Experience teaches that
about the middle of May to the 1st of June
is the best time to begin the use of these
hands, which should entirely encircle the
tree, the two ends being held together by
a tack. Three or four inches is a good
width, though they are often made nar-
rower.
Paper bandages are the cheapest, and a
sheet of common straw wrapping-paper,
18 by 80 inches, folded lengthwise thrice
upon itself, gives eight layers between two
and three inches wide; eight to twenty of
these can be used on a tree during the
season at a cost of 2 to 5 cents per tree.
The insects are easily destroyed by throw-
inc the strips into a pile, and firing the
whole after the trees have all been gone
over. The bands should be axamined and
changed every week or ten days ailong at
there are any applet on the trees. Where
rags or canvas bands are used, they may
be scalded or passed between the rollers
of a clotheswringer, aud returned to the
trees. Two or three bands can often be
used at the same time on the same tree.
The trees themselves should be treed from
all rough bark, as the worms find admira-
ble hiding-places in the crevices. Hogs
kept in an orchard assist in keeping the
apjjle worm in check by devouring the
fallen fruit. In the warfare against this
and other injurious insects there should
he concerted action among neighbors.—
AT. Y. Iribune.
1TEW FIRM M
G. VAN puniir& SONS,
Earned out by the late Fire We h?-opened In
the eiore formerly occupied by
J. ROOST & SON,
Corner Niaik aad Riv«r Stmt,
But we will soon more to onr own itore on Hirer
Street, now being built. We have Just re-
ceived a large new atoek of
Dry Goods,
Hats & Caps,
Groceries,
Crockery,
Flour & Feed.
Etc., Etc.
RADEKE & SON.
Wholesale Dealers
Come and see for yourself, no
trouble to show goods.
Thin the Fruit.
Now, better than later, is the time to
thin fruit— a process which every wide-
awake horticulturist knows by experience
is very profitable. Especially in a “bear-
ing year,” like the present, an overcrop
means actual waste. Do not forget that
half the quantity on a loaded tree will be
worth far more money, cost less to harvest
and transport, and be more readily dis-
posed of, than a limbbreaking crop in
which small, scrubby specimens must
necessarily predominate. Some people
recommend threshing the trees with a pole
—a mutilating and senseless method.
Employ one or two trustworthy boys, and
furnish them with step-ladders, to thin
your peaches or other fruit; they will soon
accomplish the work, and at a surprising-
ly small cost. Who ever heard of grow-
ing fine foreign grapes without taking out
of each bunch at least half the berries?
One experiment in leaving all the fruit
would be a sufficient lesson for all time
to come. Thinning is a tedious job in
large orchards, built will pay, not only
tor marketing, but for home consumption
also.— AT. Y. Tribune.
PRICES ARE LOW.
o
A prompt delivery tree of charge, can
be relied upon.
G.VAN PUTTEN&SONS.
Holland, April 27, 1878.
And all kluda of
Smokers’ Fancy Articles.
— ALSO —
Wholesale agent for Ph. Best
Brewing Co’s celebrated
Lager Beer.
Fair dealing can always be
relied upon.
Warehouse & Office on
WASHINGTON STREET.
OmD HAVEN, MICH.
At the New
Hardware Store
- OF -
J.Vanderveen,
Will be found a large aaportmont of new good*
at NEW PRICES,
Plows, Cultivators, Drags,
Hay and Manure Forks,
Com Planters, Rakes, Hoes;
AIm a complete stock of
General Hardware,
Together with a large assortment of COOK
STOVES of the best manufacturers.
Repairing Neatly Done and
Promptly Attended to
FOR SALE.
npiIE following described Lots In the City of
A Holland, I will sell at the following prices.
Lot 9, Block F, Lot 6, Block Q, West A ddition $175
each; Lot 18. Block 8, Lot «, Block 11, South West
Addition $175 each. Lots 1, 2, 3. 4, 5 A 8 in Block
25. as organised plat near the A. L. 8. depot at
$325 each, except Lots 1 & 2 which are $800 each.
Also 6 lots West of First ^ venue at $125 each. The
above will be sold for a small parment down. Also
the following Lots 0, 10. 11, 12. 13, and 14. in Block
E. Lots 2, 4. 5 and i In Block H. The above will
be sold on long credit and small payments down.
Apply to,
M. D. HOWARD.
The Great English Remedy
GRAY’S Specific Medicine
TRADE MARK, is especially rec TRADEMi
ommended as «n
k unfailing cure for
Isemlnal Weak-
ness, Bp«nnator*Mrs
that follow aa a
__ . sequence on Bell*
Before Takings memory, Uni-JJter Taking.
versal Lassitude. Pain In the Back, Dlmneas of
Vision, Premature Old Age, and many other dis-
eases that lead to Insanliy. Consumption and a
Premature Grave, ail of which as a rule are dm
caused by deviating from the path of nature and
over Itidulkeiice. The Specific Medicine is the re
suit of • life study and many years of experlencs
in treating these special diseases.
Full particulars In our pamphlets, which we
desire to send free by mall to every one.
The Specific Medicine is sold by all Druggists at
$1 per package, or six packages for $5. or will be
sent by mail on nculpt of the money by addicss
ing
The Gray Medicine Co.,
No. 10 Mechanics’ Block, Detroit, Mich.
HT'Sold In Holland by Heber Walsh and by all
Drnggista everywhere. 49-lv
Money! Money! I
Can be made by examining the large
new stock of
FURNITURE
Which I have purchased lower than ever a
will aell cheaper than ever before.
A FULL LINE OF CARPETS. FROM
CHEAPEST TO THE BEST.
THE
Lime, Lath, Shingles, Cord-
wood, and Stovewood, Akron
cement, always on hand at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E, J. HARRINGTON.
Wanted.
A RELIABLE Business Man to get up a party
to go to Virginia and settle on a large tract
of land owned by the advertiser, and to be divided
up Into village lots with farms adjoining. These
lots and farms are divided into Sharu Allow rate*.
so that working men. mechanics, Incipient manu-
factures. Ac., can easily buy them. Also, parties
to tell eharee. It pays better than anv other agency
Apply to fc. BAUDER. Fenton, Mich.
"W A.1T T E 3D .
at the New Tannery of
F. HUMMEL & CO.,
A large quantity of fresh Kggs and also a quantity
of dove manure,
F. HUMMEL & CO.,
Holland, May 15, 1878. 14tf
Wc respectfully solicit n share of your patronage.
Old metals taken in exchange.
GIVE US A CALL.
J. VANDERVEEN.
Holland, April 15, 1877. 4-6m
^COMPOUND EXTRACT OK.
Traniplanting Experience.
Plants should be placed in a hole filled
w ith water, and the roots covered with
dry dirt. They will not wilt when set in
this way. Dig the holes first, and carry
the water along in a pail and poor it in,
setting the plant as soon as possible. The
water at the roots will keep the plant fresh
and green, and the diy dirt around it at
the surface will keep the moisture from
evaporating. We set a lot of cabbage
plants the other day in the hot snn in this
wgy, and put horse manure around them.
Not one died or wilted. Tomato plants
grown in hot-beds are generally tall, slen-
der things, they should be set in the same
way and bent over so that the stalks may
be covered up with soil, leaving only the
heads out of the ground. This Is the
layering process, and when thus set they
will do much better; new roots will start
out from the stalk or stems, and the plant
will not be knocked about so much by the
winds, or wilt so much.— [F. D. Curtis,
Kirby Homestead, N. T.
Ready Made Clothing.
Under this head we offer a variety of
goods cheaper and better than ever was
offered before in this city.
Gents’ suits (common wear) $3.75 to $10.00.
“ “ (fine dress) $10.00 to $26.00.
Boys and children’s suits, all wool $4 to
$10. Also a large stock of Overall’s and
Jackets, at he n
Cheap Ca?h Store of
E. J. Harringtoh.
CONTAINING
| CDtt.JnniperS Spirits of Filre
IN A CONCENTRATED FORM. FOR
Diseases of the Kidneys & Bladder,
Gonorrhea, Weaknesses, Over-
, Exertions, Gleet, Stricture,
Obstruction of the Urine,
I and all Dlaeanea of the Urinary
and Mexnal Organa,
No nutl'T of how Ion* and whether Id
MALE OR FEMALE.
Prior , - - - One Dollar.
s.
All kinds of Ready Made Shirts— in-
cluding Fine White Shirts, from 85c to
$1.75; Sailors’ Blue Flannel, Hickory and
Cheviots Shirts, etc., etc., also the finest
lot of neckties and collars, including the
Sultan Linen Collar
with a patent duplex curve, etc., etc., too
numerous to mention, at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
An Indiana farmer advises planting a
few hills of broomcorn, as experience baa
taught him that for tying shocks, or bind-
ing fodder, this is veiy much preferable to
twine or rye straw.
Iir the report of the Penoeylvauia Fruit
Growers there is reference to Maidens
Blush and Greening apples packed in bar-
rels in autumn, burried In the ground and
kept, the former till April and the latter
till June.
Experience J^iJaught a correspondent
of tbs Prairie Jbrmsr, that cut-worms
never bother on lands where sheep ran the
previous fall and winter.
1 1 etu make money faster at work for ns than at
II anything else. Capital not required; we will
•tart you. ill per day at home made by the
Induatriouf. Men, women, boys and girls wanted
. Now Iseverywhere to work for us.  the time.
CoaUy outfit and terms free. Address Tbum 6 Co
Augusta. Maine.
Fine Building Site For Sale.
rpH B East 45 feet of Lot 5 In Block 88. Situated
A between J. O. Doeaburg'a Drag More, andP.
4k A. Steketee's General Store, on Eighth street.
Inquire of H. DOESBURG.
Houjjip. April 7. Ififf. _ 8-tf
JH Af1 Great cbaice to mace money, if
every town to take a ubecrlptlona
for the largest, cheapest and best Illustrated family
publication In the world. Any one can become a
successful agent. The most elegant works of art
given free to sabecribers. Hie price la so low
that almost everybody subscribes. One agent re
ports making over $150 In a week. A lady agent
reports taking over 400 subscribers in ten days.
All who engage make money fast. Jon can devote
all your time to the business, or only your spare
time. Too need not be away from home over
night. Ton can do It as well as others. Full par
tlculara, directions and tanas free. Elegant aad
expensive outfit free. If you want profitable work
•end us your address at ouee. It costa nothing to
try the Duslnsaa. No one who engages falls to
make greaytay. Address “The People’s Journal,”
BOOKBINDING!
The undersigned wishes to Inform his old friends
and residents of Holland and vicinity that Being at
present located at Mnskegon , he has made arrange-
ments with Mr. D. R. Mecngs, at Holland, at whose
store, ou River street, all Job work for binding can
be left. I have purchased a new and complete line
of tools and stock and will furnish first-class work.
. A. CLOETINGH.
Musk booh, Sept. 8 1875.
Frtp»f*l fr^ni th# rwlp* of DR. BILL,
•o l w>id bj W. JOHNSTON S CO.,
161 Jefferson Avenue, DETROIT.
TOR DALE BY AU. DKITIlfilKTO.
ft H fl FI Is not easily earned in these times, but
\ / / / it can be made in three months hr any
mill ono 0* sox. In any part of the
LM *  country who Is willing to work steadily
at the employment that we furnish. $88 per week
In your own town. You need not be away from
home over night You can give yonr whole time
to the work, or only your spare moments. We
have agents ^ ho are making over $i0 per day.
All who engage at once can make money fast. At
the present time money cannot be made so easily
and rapidly at any other business. It co-ts noth
Ing to try the business. Term and $5 outfit free.
Address at once, H. Hallett A Co., Portland,
Maine
I would respectfully call the attention of the pub-
lic that I have on hand a large stock of
Stoves,
Hardware,
Agricultural
Implements,
Etc., Etc.
Which I will sell chesptr than evet before at the
Hardware Store,
— of —
J. VAN LANDEGEND.
Holland, April 27, 1878, ll-4w
GROCERIES."
A complete stock of Groceries constant-
on band. Our stock of sugars cannot be
beat.
New Orleans, Sugar .............. 8c.
Extra C ..................... 2c.
A .................................... 10c.
Granulated .......................... 11c.
We have a fine lot of coffees and
spices, and wa have among our large var-
iety of Teas, one that we offer for 50c per
pound that cannot be surpassed. Try it.
Also, a lull assortment of canned fruit
including Corn and Tomatoes, etc.,
Hay, Cora, Oats, Butter and Eggs, will
be taken In Exchange for goods, at the
highest Market Price, at the
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. Harrington.
FHCEISriX
Planing Mill.
In re-building our new shop we have pur
chased entire new Machinery,
Of the Most Approved Patterns;
And we are confident we can satisfy all whe
want
Planing, Matching,
Or Re-Sawing Done.
WK HAVE A STEAM
DR/ir KILILT
AND THE DRYING OF LUMBER
Wli SHALL MAKE A
SPECIALITY.
DOORS, SASH AND BLINDS,
Or anything In our line, manufactured on ahorl
notlte.
H. W. VERBEEK & L’o.
HATS and CAES.
We have just received from New York,
a splendid stock of the latest styles of
HATS AND CAPS,
for sale at a bargain, at (he
Cheap Cash Store of
E. J. HARRINGTON.
Coma ^ and^a^gte^ goodsagd^ayrtain
Beautiful Live Qeese Feathers, Cheap.
Wall Paper at Wholesale and
Retail
Bedroom Setts and Parlor Setts.
Coffins and Caskets always
on hand.
Fair dealing can be relied on.
W bile I thank (he public for tholr patronage of
the past, I hope to merit and solicit a liberal share
ol it for the future.
B. Call and aceamost beautiful variety of
Camp Lhalra, ornaments, picture frames, brackets.
el«:' etc- „ 8. RE1D8EMA.
Holland, May 15., 1878.
Sheriff’s Sale.
O TATE OF MICHIGAN: The Circuit Court forQ the County of Ottawa— In Chancery.
Ellis Thompson, )
Complainant. |vt. J-
Susan Thompson. I
Defendant. J
By virtue of an execution, Issued out of and
unuer the seal of said Court, tested on the 13th
day ol May, 1878, and founded upon a decree en-
tered In said cause on the 4th day of April, 1878
which execution Is to me directed and delivered’
j«j r T . uc.uuunui miTcin uamea, i
to the following described lands sltuaied In said
County of Ottawa, vix: the south-east quarter of
north west quarter of section twenty-four In
town eight north, range fifteen west, mice i*
htrehy qivtn. that I shaU expose said lands tor sale
at public vendue to the highest bidder to satisfy
the amount due on said execution, Including cost's
and collection fees, at the front door of the Court
House In the City of Grand Haven, In said County,
on the thirteenth day of Jnly, 1878, at
ten o'clock In the forenoon.
Dated, Grand Uavbn, Mav 22nd. 1878.
J008 VEKPLANKE.
Sheriff qf Ottawa Qruntv, Michigan.
Anokl & Soule, Defendants Solicllort. l£-7w
» week In your own town. $5 outfit free.$UU Ko risk. Reader. If you want a business
at which persons ol either sex can make
great par all the time they work, write for partial
lars to H. Hallett & Co., Portland, Maine.
MEAT MARKET
— IN THE -
FIRST WARD.
The nnderslgncd announces to the Public that
they have finished their new Meat-Market, and are
now ready to supply their customers with all kinds
of Meats and Sausages. By promptness and fair
dealing they feel confident of giving satisfaction to
all those who wish to favor them with part of theli
trade.
The stand is one door west of G. J. Haveikate A
Son’s Hardware Store.
W. BUTKAU,
J. VAN ZOEREN.
Holland. July 14, 1878.
TUG FOR SALE.
T AM authorized to sell the Steam Tug “Gem’
1 on fsvorsbls terms. Inquire of
MANLY D HOWARD.
Mortgage Sale.
WHEREAS default has been made in the ecu-
v f dltlons of a certain mortgage, made and ex-
ecuted on the sixth dsy of November, 1872, by Eli
Argcrslnger and Melissa Argersinger, his wife, of
the township of Blendon, County of Ottawa, and
Slate of Michigan, to Stephen L. Lowing of said
county and state, which mortgage was on the fiCth
day of September, 1878. recorded In the office of
the Register of Deeds for the County i f Ottawa, in
Liber V of mortgages, on page 180, and whereas
there is now due and unpaid upon said mortgage
by reason of the brearh of the covenants therein con-
tained, and as provided therein, the sum of two
hundred anil fifty dollars, also an attorney -fee of
fifty dollars, provided for In said mortgage as often
as any proceedings should be taken to loreclose
the same; and no suit or proceeding having been in-
stituted either at law or in equity to recover the
same or any part thereof, and the same being now
due and unpaid; Now, therefore, notice is hereby
given, that by virtue of the power of sale In said
mortgage contained, and of the statute In such
case made and provided, on Tuesday the 15th
day of August, 1878, at the froLt door of
the Court House, in thocltyofGrandHaven.il.
said Ottawa county, at 10 o’clock in the forenoon
of said day, the undersigned will sell at public
auction, to the highest bidder, the premises de-
scribed in said mortgage, to satisfy said debt, am r-
ney fee, and costa and expenses of sale of said
premises, being described as follows, to-wlt: All
that certain piece or parcel of land situate and
being In the township of Blendon in the conntr
of Ottawa and State of Michigan, and known and
described, as follows, to wit: The north-east quar-
ter iV) of the north-east quarter (W) of seclon
twenty-three (28) Town six (tt) north of range tour-
teen (14) west, containing forty acres, be the same
more or less.
Dated, Grand Haven, May 8rd, 1878.
STEPHEN L. LOWING, Mortgagee.
Lowing & Cross, Attorney t for Mortgagee.
18-13w
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Holland. Holland. Mich
Just published, a new edition «
0B. OULvlBWBLL'8 CILXBBATXS XG
SAT on the radical cure (without rued
- __ _ Iclne) of Spermatorrhoea or Semlnu
Weakness, Involuntary Seminal Losses, Impc
tency, Mental and Physical Incapacity, Impedl
ments to Marriage, etc, ; also Consumption, Epf!
epsy and Fits induced by self-indulgence or soxm
extravagance. Ac.
gy Price in sealed envelope, only six cents.
The celebrated author, In this admirable Essay
clearly demonstrates, from a thirty years' succest
ful practice, that the alarming consequences a
self-abuse may be radically cured witbont the dan
gerous use of Internal medicine or the appllcalio
of the knife, pointing out a mode of cure at one
simple, certain and effectual, bv means of wblc
every sufferer, no matter what his condition ma
be, may cure himself cheaply, privately and rad,
tally.
0T This Lecture should be in the hands c
every youth and every man in the land.
Sent under seal. In a plain envelope, to any a(
dress, poet-paid, on receipt of six conts or tw
post stamps. i
Address the Publishers,
At CUimmL HLCO.,
41 Aas 8t., Haw York; Post Office Box. 4586.
1878. SEEING AND SUMMER. 1878
Millinery | Fancy Dry Goode,
And a large atoek «f
LADIES’ FURNISHING GOODS,
Fans, Parasols, Gloves and Mits,
Standard Trimmings, Worsted Goods, Hats, Feathers, Flowers,
Ribbons, Lace Collars, Silks sod Shawls.
A Handsome lot of New Style Ties, also a large
selection of Table Linen, Ladies’ Jewelry,
and Double Satin Ribbon— entirely
new, etc.
k S. YM DEN BERGE,
eighth street HOEXj A-KTE, MI Cl
